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Abstract
This is an extension of the author’s Master’s thesis written under the supervision of Dr. Gregor
Weingart at the National Autonomous University of Mexico. By “extension” we mean that some of
the results have been rewritten and some others have been added to the original work. The purpose
of this study is to rewrite differential supergeometry in terms of classical differential geometry. This
rewriting from “first principles” has two main motivations:
1. avoid using local (and usually not very well-defined) odd coordinates;
2. use both the language and the tools (both highly developed) of classical differential geometry
to state and prove results in supergeometry.
Although there is work in this direction (for instance [SV86]) this work’s point of view might
be useful to translate from the sheaf-theoretic language to one that is better suited for explicit
calculations. We now give a summary of the contents.
Chapter 1 is about superalgebras. In particular, we give explicit isomorphisms for the space of
superderivations of an exterior algebra. The final section of this chapter is devoted to the twisted
action of the symmetric group on the supervector space of tensors with a fixed rank; this allows
us to construct the supersymmetric and superexterior algebras of a finite-dimensional supervector
space.
In chapter 2 we begin our study of smooth finite-dimensional supermanifolds. As the title of
this monograph indicates, our approach will be rather classical in the following sense: our definition
of a supermanifold is not given in terms of local charts nor in terms of sheaves of superalgebras;
we rather study superalgebra bundles over smooth manifolds. That is, supermanifolds in our sense
are vector bundles such that the fibre at each point is a free supercommutative superalgebra of
finite rank. This approach allows the use of tools from differential geometry which in many cases
(e.g. Batchelor’s theorem, which we prove as corollary 2.12) simplifies the proofs; furthermore, we
prove (theorem 2.11) that both approaches are equivalent. A noteworthy feature of our approach is
that supersmooth maps turn out to be generalizations of linear differential operators (proposition
2.6). With our approach we prove special splittings of the tangent bundle (theorem 2.27) and study
the tangential maps of a supersmooth map between two supermanifolds which give conditions for
the supermanifold to be split (proposition 2.37). We also prove that the de Rham cohomology
of a supermanifold is isomorphic to the de Rham cohomology of the underlying smooth manifold
(theorem 2.48) by writing down the exterior derivative in a different way (2.46).
We include three appendices. The first one concerns linear differential operators; there we
develop the necessary tools to understand supersmooth maps with our approach.
The two other appendices deal with algebraic results of independent interest.
The second appendix is the statement and proof of the Cartan–Poincaré lemma, a result on the
(co)homology of a complex that arises in our study.
The third appendix deals with the proof of an algebraic fact (lemma 1.26) we use in order to
prove a “flowbox coordinates” theorem for supermanifolds (theorem 2.36) which is the foundation
of the main results of chapter 2.
Chapter 1
Superlinear algebra
This first chapter is aimed at establishing the definitions and properties needed for doing superlin-
ear algebra a.k.a supergeometry of a one–point manifold. First we study supervector spaces and
superalgebras, later turning our attention to exterior algebras of finite-dimensional vector space.
An explicit calculation of the space of derivations of an exterior algebra is deduced on section 1.2;
we then study graded (or super) derivations of these algebras. Section 1.3 is on Lie superalgebras.
The last section is devoted to the study of supersymmetric and superexterior algebras; we do this
using a special action of the symmetric group on the supertensor algebra.
All vector spaces are finite-dimensional and defined over the real numbers unless stated other-
wise.
1.1 Z2-graded spaces and supervector spaces
1.1 Definition. A Z2-graded vector space is a vector spaceW with a direct sum decomposition
W “W` W´.
To obtain a supervector space an additional structure is needed for the algebra of endomorphisms
of W :
1.2 Definition. A supervector space is a Z2-graded vector space W such that the space of
endomorphisms is also endowed with a Z2-grading:
EndpW q “ End`pW q End´pW q
where
End`pW q “ EndpW`q EndpW´q End´pW q “ HompW`,W´qHompW´,W`q
in which the commutator operation is replaced by the supercommutator:
JA,BK : “ A ˝B ´ p´1qrAurBuB ˝A; (1.1)
here r¨u denotes the parity of an element of the set pW` YW´q ´ t0u, defined as
rwu “
#
0, if w PW`;
1, if w PW´
(1.2)
and likewise for endomorphisms of W . We denote a supervector space by W “ pW`|W´q and the
whole space of endomorphisms by EndpW`|W´q. The elements of W` (resp. W´) are called even
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(resp. odd). The set pW`YW´q´t0u is the set of homogeneous elements of W . For endomor-
phisms of supervector spaces we use the terms even endomorphism and odd endomorphism
accordingly.
1.3 Remark. For notational purposes it will sometimes be convenient to denote a supervector
space pW`|W´q as pW0|W1q. This latter notation is consistent with the usual notation for gradings
by a group, being in this case Z2. On some other occasions (from chapter 2 onwards) we’ll denote
a supervector space with decomposition V  U by pV |Uq.
A fundamental property of supervector spaces is given in the following
1.4 Proposition. Let W be a vector space. There is a bijection between the set of supervector
space structures on W and automorphisms γ of W such that γ2 “ id. In this way, we get
W˘ “ tv PW |γpvq “ ˘vu . (1.3)
Proof. If W “ pW`|W´q is a supervector space then the automorphism γ is defined by setting
it as in (1.3) and extending it linearly. Note that this induces a similar automorphism γ˚ on
EndpW`|W´q by precomposition:
γ˚A “ A ˝ γ (1.4)
Conversely, let γ be an automorphism of a vector space W such that γ2 “ idW . Then the
decomposition (1.3) is a Z2-grading of W . The supervector space structure is given by twisting the
action of EndW by γ as in (1.4). Then, for all endomorphisms A and B of W we define
JA,BK “ AB ´ γ˚Aγ˚B (1.5)
and thus get a decomposition
EndpW q` “ tA | γ˚A “ Au , EndpW q´ “ tA | γ˚A “ ´Au
for which the definition of the parity of a superlinear map makes sense is behaves as expected.
Thus we get a unique supervector space structure on W given by γ.
1.1.1 Superalgebras
Of course the gradings are useless without a multiplicative structure. For instance, the algebra
EndpW`|W´q of endomorphisms of a supervector space satisfies the following: if T˘ P End˘pW q
then the following identities hold:
T` ˝ T` P End`pW q, T´ ˝ T´ P End`pW q, T˘ ˝ T¯ P End´pW q
This is a very important example of the following concept.
1.5 Definition. Let A “ pA0|A1q (see note 1.3) be a supervector space and m : A  A Ñ A
be a bilinear multiplication turning it into an algebra. The space A is a superalgebra if the
multiplication is Z2-graded, that is:
mpAµ Aνq Ď Aµ`ν
where the indices are elements of the group Z2. The algebra A is called supercommutative if for
all a and b homogeneous elements of A the identity
a ¨ b “ p´1qraurbuba
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Note that there is a priori no essential distinction between a superalgebra and a Z2-graded alge-
bra. A distinction will be fundamental when discussing Lie superalgebras. Notice that proposition
1.4 still holds for superalgebras, in this case γ being an algebra morphism. This has an important
consequence:
1.6 Lemma (The rule of signs). If B and B1 are (left) supermodules over the superalgebra A (that
is, B is a supervector space and a superlinear action A  B Ñ B is defined, and likewise for B1)
then for any homogeneous homomorphism T : B Ñ B1 we have
T pabq “ p´1qraurT uaT pbq
for all homogeneous a P A.
Proof. One only has to observe that Ma “ a¨ (left multiplication by a) is a module endomorphism
and apply (1.1) to T and Ma.
The following example is the fundamental one for all our subsequent work:
1.7 Example. Let V be a vector space of dimension n. The exterior algebra of V is the quotient
ΛV “âV {xx x|x P V y
The product on this algebra is denoted by X ^ Y , where X and Y are classes in the quotient. If
x is an element of V and we denote by the same symbol its class both in
Â
V and ΛV then the
above definition forces the identity
x^ x “ 0. (1.6)
Let T be a homogeneous tensor of rank k expresible as T “ x1  ¨ ¨ ¨  xk, with each xj in V .
Then its class in the exterior algebra is x1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xk. These elements are called decomposible
k-multivectors and their span is denoted ΛkV ; note that, if pi :
Â
V Ñ ΛV is the projection,
then pipÂk V q is generated by the latter classes. Because the algebra ÂV is Z graded the exterior
algebra inherits this grading, that is:
ΛkV ^ ΛrV Ď Λk`rV
If tv1, . . . vnu is a basis of V then the set tvj1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ vjr |j1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď jru is a basis for ΛrV . It is
also important noting that because of identity (1.6) we get the following identity for decomposable
multivectors:
xj1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xjr “ sgnσ ¨ xσpj1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xσpjrq (1.7)
where σ P Sr is a permutation of the indices and sgnσ denotes the signature of σ understood as
taking the values ˘1. Another important consequence of (1.6) is that if S “ tv1, . . . vru is a set of
vectors in V then v1^¨ ¨ ¨^ vr ‰ 0 if and only if the set S is linearly independent; this immediately
implies ΛrV “ t0u if r ą n. The Z2-grading of ΛV is given by
Λ`V “
à
kě0
Λ2kV, Λ´V “
à
kě0
Λ2k`1V
The multiplication satisfies a very important identity. Let X P ΛqV and Y P ΛpV , then their
product lies on Λp`qV and it satisfies
X ^ Y “ p´1qp`qY ^X. (1.8)
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Note that this identity is a rather direct consequence of (1.7).
When considering the exterior algebra ΛV ˚ of the dual space we get a structure that codifies
multiniear skew-symmetric mappings λ : V  ¨ ¨ ¨  V Ñ R; in particular there is a one–to–one
correspondence between sets of oriented bases of V and non-zero elements of ΛnV ˚.
Note that ΛV can be presented as
ΛV “ xx1, . . . , xn|xµ ¨ xν “ ´xν ¨ xµy (1.9)
where each x represents a class of an element in V and the set x1, . . . , xn is a basis for V .
Identity (1.8) above is graded commutativity. Note that if p is even and q is odd in (1.8) then the
degree of their product is odd, whereas if both are of the same parity then their product is necessarily
even. Thus an exterior algebra is a freely generated supercommutative algebra due to equality (1.9).
So it’s important to ask whether there are other possibilities for a free supercommutative algebra.
The following result and its corollary guarantee that there are none.
1.8 Proposition. A supercommutative free superalgebra A of even rank m and odd rank n (i.e.
generated by m even elements and n odd elements) is isomorphic to SymWΛV , where dimW “ m
and dimV “ n.
Proof. Let tx1, . . . , xm, ξ1, . . . , ξnu be a set of generators of A, where the xν are even and the ξµ
are odd, and fix bases tw1, . . . wmu and tv1, . . . vnu of W and V respectively. The isomorphism is
given by the linear extension of the map vµ ÞÑ ξµ, wν ÞÑ xν , since the ξ’s and x’s freely generate
A.
1.9 Corollary. A completely odd finite-dimensional superalgebra A (i.e., with notation as above,
m “ 0) is isomorphic to the exterior algebra of a finite-dimensional vector space.
Since our main concern will be finitely and purely odd generated supercommutative algebras,
we now turn our attention to exterior algebras and their structure.
Let V be a vector space of dimension n. We denote by Λě1V the subset of ΛV of multivectors
of degree greater than or equal to one, and note that this is an ideal. Since ΛV is Z-graded it comes
with a natural filtration
ΛV :“ Λě0V Ą Λě1V Ą Λě2V Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą ΛěnV Ą t0u , (1.10)
where we use the notation ΛěkV :“ `Λě1V ˘k; this is just the set (and ideal) of multivectors of
degree greater than or equal to k.
1.10 Definition. The projection ε : ΛV Ñ ΛV {Λě1V is called the augmentation map.
1.11 Lemma. The ideal Λě1V is the unique maximal ideal of ΛV .
Proof. Observe that a multivector α ‰ 0 is invertible if and only if εpαq ‰ 0; thus ker ε is maximal,
but this is exactly Λě1V .
1.12 Corollary. Let ψ : ΛV Ñ ΛW be a unital morphism of supercommutative algebras. Then the
filtration (1.10) is preserved under ψ, that is ψ
`
ΛěkV
˘ Ď ΛěkW .
For an abstract exterior algebra (that is, a purely-odd and finitely generated supercommutative
algebra) A we use the notation Aě1 for the (unique maximal) nilpotent ideal, and thus denote by
Aěk its powers. The augmentation map will be denoted by ε also.
1.13 Remark. The lemma above implies that ΛV {Λě1V is isomorphic to R. Furthermore ε|Λ0V
is an isomorphism and ε is thus a unital homomorphism of superalgebras (that is, it takes 1 to 1).
It is therefore the identity map on Λ0V – R.
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1.2 Derivations of exterior algebras
In this section we’ll be concerned exclusively with the exterior algebra of a finite-dimensional vector
space V ˚. The reason for taking “duals” is because in this way our results are conveniently expressed
for the work to be done in chapter 2. Recall that ΛV ˚ is a Z-graded algebra where the grading
is given by the degree of a form; that is, a form is said to be homogeneous of degree k if it
is a linear combination of monomials of the form α1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ αk, where tα1, . . . αku is a linearly
independent set in V ˚.
Let A be an algebra. Recall that a linear map D P EndpAq is called a derivation of A if the
identity
Dpabq “ Dpaqb` aDpbq
(the “Leibnitz rule”) holds for every a, b P A.
1.14 Lemma. Let D and rD be derivations of the exterior algebra ΛV ˚. If D|V ˚ “ rD|V ˚ then
D “ rD.
Proof. Let us consider the map F “ D ´ rD, which is also a derivation. If α1, . . . , αk are elements
of V ˚ then by a straightforward induction we get
F pα1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ αkq “
kÿ
µ“1
α1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ F pvµq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ αk
“
kÿ
µ“1
α1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^
`
Dpvµq ´ rDpvµq˘^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ αk
(1.11)
which equals zero by the hypothesis on D and rD. Since the exterior algebra is the linear span of
decomposable forms the result follows.
The above lemma is tantamount to saying that a derivation on an exterior algebra ΛV ˚ is
completely determined by its action on the generating vector space V ˚.
Let us recall that, for v P V , the operator vy is the map
ΛkV ˚ Ñ Λk´1V ˚
ω ÞÑ ωpv, ¨q,
i.e. vyω is the pk´ 1q-form obtained from ω by inserting v as its first argument. A well known fact
about this operator is that it is a derivation of degree ´1, which means
vypα^ βq “ pvyαq ^ β ` p´1qrαuα^ pvyβq (1.12)
for all forms α and β. Identity (1.12) is a consequence of the fact that vy is the dual operator of
the exterior multiplication by a vector; if α is an exterior form then for all multivectors X
ă vyα,X ą“ă α, v ^X ą,
where ă ¨, ¨ ą denotes the evaluation pairing between ΛV ˚ and ΛV . This operator allows us to
construct many derivations of the exterior algebra.
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1.15 Lemma. Let F : V ˚ Ñ Λ´V ˚ be a linear map and let tv1, . . . vnu and tdv1, . . . dvnu be dual
bases for V and V ˚ respectively. The map
DF :“
nÿ
µ“1
F pdvµq ^ ˝pvµyq
is a derivation of ΛV ˚.
Proof. Let α and β be alternating forms, and let α and F pdvµq be of degree a and dµ respectively;
observe that dµ is always odd for all µ. Using (1.12) we compute
DF pα^ βq “
mÿ
µ“1
F pdvµq ^ ˝vµypα^ βq
“
mÿ
µ“1
F pdvµq ^
`pvµyαq ^ βq ` p´1qaα^ pvµyβq˘
“
mÿ
µ“1
F pdvµq ^ pvµyαq ^ βq ` p´1qaF pdvµq ^ α^ pvµyβq
“
mÿ
µ“1
F pdvµq ^ pvµyαq ^ βq `
mÿ
µ“1
p´1qaF pdvµq ^ α^ pvyβq
“
mÿ
µ“1
F pdvµq ^ pvyαq ^ βq `
mÿ
µ“1
p´1qap´1qadµα^ F pdvµq ^ pvµyβq
“
mÿ
µ“1
F pdvµq ^ pvyαq ^ βq `
mÿ
µ“1
p´1qapdµ`1qα^ F pdvµq ^ pvµyβq
“ DF pαq ^ β ` α^DF pβq
the sign in the last equality cancelling because dµ ` 1 is always even. Thus DF is a derivation.
1.16 Corollary. If F “ idV ˚ then DF is the operator k id on the subspace ΛkV ˚.
1.17 Definition. The operator N :“ Did is called the operator of numbers.
We can now characterize the space of derivations of ΛV ˚.
1.18 Theorem. Let V be a vector space of dimension n. We have a natural isomorphism
der pΛV ˚q – V  Λ´V ˚  Λ´V ˚L pΛ´V ˚ X ΛnV ˚q (1.13)
Proof. Let D be a derivation of ΛV ˚ and set FD :“ D|V ˚ . As a linear map, FD decomposes in
F`F´, where F˘ : V ˚ Ñ Λ˘V ˚. Lemma 1.15 accounts for the map F´ and the factor V Λ´V ˚
in (1.13).
As for F`, let α and β be in V ˚; we first observe the identity 0 “ F`pα ^ αq “ 2α ^ F`pαq,
which implies, by polarization, the following identity:
0 “ F`pα` βq ^ pα` βq ` F`pα´ βq ^ pα´ βq
“ pF`pαq ` F pβqq ^ pα` βq ` pF`pαq ´ F`pβqq ^ pα^ βq
“ F`pαq ^ β ` F`pβq ^ α´ F`pαq ^ β ´ α^ F`pβq
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which yields
F`pαq ^ β “ α^ F`pβq (1.14)
Using the operators of numbers N (definition 1.17) we compute:
pm´NqF`pαq “
nÿ
µ“1
vµy
`
dvµ ^ F`pαq
˘
“
nÿ
µ“1
vµy
`
F`pdvµq ^ α
˘
(identity (1.14))
“
nÿ
µ“1
vµy
`´α^ F`pdvµq˘
“
nÿ
µ“1
´αpvµq ^ F`pdvµq ` α^ pvµyF`pdvµqq
“ ´F`pαq ` α^
nÿ
µ“1
pvµyF`pdvµqq.
Defining η :“ ´řnµ“1pvµyF`pdvµqq, we see that η is an odd form. The final equation is
F`pαq “ pn´N ` 1q´1η ^ α. (1.15)
That is, F` is an operator equivalent with the wedge product with an odd form. This means that
DF` is the extension as a derivation of the operator η^, which is the operator rη, ¨s (the Lie bracket
being given by the commutator, because we are working in an associative algebra). By definition,
η cannot be of maximal degree, because vyφ is always of degree strictly less than n “ dimV for
all v P V and all φ P A. This accounts for the second summand Λ´V ˚L pΛ´V ˚ X ΛnV ˚q in (1.13).
Conversely, given an odd form β, the operator 12 rβ, ¨s is a derivation that agrees on generators with
β^ and is 0 on even forms.
1.19 Corollary. The space derZ2pΛV ˚q of derivations that preserve the Z2-grading satisfies
derZ2 – V  Λ´V ˚ (1.16)
Proof. We know that the product with an odd form changes parity, so from (1.13) we see that the
factor Λ´V ˚
L pΛ´V ˚ X ΛnV ˚q does not appear in this case.
Also, a straightforward computation with basic forms of any degree (i.e. monomials of the form
ωµ1^¨ ¨ ¨^ωµp for a basis tω1, . . . ωnu of V ˚ and p ď n a non-negative integer) leads to the following
1.20 Corollary. The space derZ ΛV ˚ of derivations preserving the Z-graduation is isomorphic to
V  V ˚.
1.2.1 Superderivations
Recall that if W “ pW0|W1q is a supervector space then the space of linear operators is also a
supervector space with Z2-grading given by
End`pW q “ tT |T pWµq ĎWµu
End´pW q “ tT |T pWµq ĎWµ`1u
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and thus
EndpW0|W1q “ End`pW q End´pW q
is the (super)space of superendomorphisms of W . Likewise, it is important to distinguish between
even and odd superderivations on a superalgebra.
1.21 Definition. Let A be a superalgebra. A homogeneous endomorphism D of A is a su-
perderivation if the following identity holds
Dpabq “ Dpaqb` p´1qraurDuaDpbq (1.17)
for all homogenous elements a and b of A.
1.22 Remark. If A “ A0  A1 is a superalgebra then the superspace of superderivations will be
denoted sderpAq or by sderpA0|A1q for emphazising the Z2-grading. Equation (1.17) is the graded
Leibnitz identity. The space of superderivations is graded by
sder`pAq “ tD|DpA‚q Ď A‚u Ă End`pAq
sder´pAq “ tD|DpA‚q Ď A´‚u Ă End´pAq
Elements of these sets are called even and odd superderivations, respectively.
1.23 Theorem. The superspace of all superderivations sder pΛV ˚q is isomorphic to V ΛV ˚, the
Z2-grading being given by
sder pΛV ˚q‚ “ V  Λ´‚V ˚ (1.18)
where ´‚ means a change of parity.
Proof. Let us first observe that lemma 1.14 also applies: a superderivation is completely determined
by its action on generators; the proof is essentially the same, mutatis mutandis.
The set of even superderivations is exactly the set derZ2pΛV ˚q of derivations that preserve the
Z2-grading, so (1.18) is just the isomorphism (1.16).
As in lemma 1.15 we construct an odd superderivation DF from a map F : V ˚ Ñ Λ`V ˚. If D
is an odd superderivation then its restriction D|V ˚ is a map FD : V ˚ Ñ Λ`V ˚. We need to prove
that D ÞÑ FD and F ÞÑ DF are inverse to each other. So let D be an odd derivation, F “ D|V ˚ its
restriction to the space of generators and denote by rD the derivation arising from F , i.e. rD “ DF .
Our first remark implies rD “ D and a computation similar to the one made in the proof of lemma
1.15 implies F rD “ F , so the result follows.
We now prove an extension of corollary 1.9 for the space of superderivations.
Let us first digress on the algebra of polynomials Rrx1, . . . , xns and its derivations. With the
fixed bases te1, . . . enu of Rn and tx1, . . . xnu of the polynomial algebra we have an associated
isomorphism with the symmetric algebra SympRnq˚. When considering the derivations of this
algebra with respect to the standard basis, we can make the identification
B
Bxµ ÐÑ eµy, (1.19)
where te1, . . . enu is the standard basis of Rn. The derivation BBxµ is by definition the directional
derivative
d
dt
ˇˇˇˇ
t“0
pppx` teµqq (1.20)
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on a polynomial p; it is this equation we want to carry over to the superalgebra setting. This is
done in order to give a precise definition of the “odd derivatives” of a smooth superfunction in the
next chapter.
1.24 Proposition. Given an isomorphism φ : ΛV ˚ Ñ A the derivation BBξµ corresponds under
φ´1 to the operator vµy.
Proof. The linear extension of corollary 1.9 allows us to make the same identification of derivations
and inner product operators as in equation (1.20).
1.25 Corollary. The space of odd superderivations is generated by V as a left ΛV ˚-module.
Turning to an abstract free supercommutative superalgebra A we denote by S the space of
generators of A and by pr : sder´AÑ S the projection to its space of generators.
The proof of our result depends on the Cartan-Poincaré Lemma, which we state and prove on
appendix B.
1.26 Lemma. Let A be a free supercommutative finite-dimensional superalgebra and denote by S˚
its space of generators. Let D : V Ñ sder´A be a linear map such that the composition
f : V
D // sder´A pr //S
is injective and such that if v, rv are in V then rDv, Drvs “ 0. Then there exists an isomorphism
G : ΛS˚ Ñ A of Z2-graded algebras with unit such that G induces the identity
G : S˚ Ñ Aě1LAě2 “: S˚
and such that, for all v P V and all σ P ΛS˚
DvpGσq “ Dpfpvqyσq.
Furthermore, up to the ideal generated by Λ3 kerpf˚q in Λ3S˚ the isomorphism G is unique in the
sense that if G1 is any other such isomorphism then
G´1 ˝G1 : ΛS˚ Ñ ΛS˚ : σ ÞÑ σ ` xΛ3 kerpf˚qy
We defer the proof to appendix C.
1.3 Lie superalgebras
Let pV0|V1q be a supervector space. Notice that the supercommutator (1.1) is restricted by asso-
ciativity to satisfy:
p´1qrAurCuJA, JB,CKK` p´1qrBurCuJC, JA,BKK` p´1qrAurBuJB, JC,AKK “ 0 (1.21)
called, in analogy with the classical case, the super-Jacobi identity. Note that the equation
above is equivalent to
JA, JB,CKK “ JJA,BKCK` p´1qrAurBuJB, JA,CKK (1.22)
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which is, as expected, quite similar to equation (1.17). What this means is that the operator
adA : EndpV0|V1q Ñ EndpV0|V1q
B ÞÑ JA,BK
is a superderivation of EndpV0|V1q with respect to the superbracket operation. All of the above is
the main motivation for the following
1.27 Definition. A supervector space L “ pg|Sq (cf. remark 1.3) is a Lie superalgebra if it is
endowed with a superbilinear map J¨, ¨K : Lˆ LÑ L such that
• JX,Y K “ p´1qrXurY uJY,XK (superalternating);
• JX, JY,ZKK “ JJX,Y K, ZK` p´1qrXurY uJY, JX,ZKK (super-Jacobi identity).
for all X,Y, Z homogeneous elements of L.
A very simple and straightforward fact about Lie superalgebras is the following:
1.28 Lemma. Let L “ pg|Sq be a Lie superalgebra. Then
1. g is a Lie algebra when restricting the superbracket to gˆ g.
2. S is a representation of g with the action given by the superbracket; that is Jg,SK Ď S.
3. The superbracket restricts to a symmetric bilinear map J¨, ¨K : Sym2 S Ñ g.
Proof. Since all elements of g are even by definition, the usual bracket operations satisfy definition
1.27. Items 2 and 3 above are just the Z2-grading of the multiplicative structure pL, J¨, ¨Kq: ρpXq “JX, ¨K is a representation twisted with the structure automorphism γ (cf. proposition 1.4); the
operation in item 3 is symmetric because all elements of S are odd by definition.
Let us denote by ρ : g Ñ EndpSq the representation of part 2 and by B : Sym2 S Ñ g the
symmetric form of part 3 of the above lemma. We can then write J¨, ¨K “ r¨, ¨s ρB.
1.29 Example. An interesting and simple example of a Lie superalgebra, which we call a semi–
direct product, arises when a representation ρ of a Lie algebra is given on a vector space S and
B ” 0; the Lie superbracket is then defined by
JX  s, Y  tK “ rX,Y s pρpXqt´ ρpY qsq (1.23)
We’ll denote this Lie superalgebra as giρ S or by gi S if the representation is clear.
We now give an algebraic classification of Lie superalgebras.
1.30 Theorem. A Lie superalgebra L “ pg|Sq is completely determined by the following data:
• A representation ρ of the Lie algebra g on the vector space S;
• A symmetric g-equivariant bilinear map B : Sym2 S Ñ g that lies in the kernel of the compo-
sition `
Sym2 S˚  g˘g idρ // `Sym2 S S˚  S˘g fid // `Sym3 S˚  S˘g
where fpα σq “ α ¨ σ.
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Proof. That a Lie superalgebra structure on the direct sum gS gives the pair pρ,Bq is the content
of lemma 1.28. Conversely, given pρ,Bq the construction of a Lie superalgebra structure on the
space g S is guaranteed by the fact that B is g-equivariant and with the definitions
JX,Y K “ rX,Y sJX, sK “ ρpXqpsqJs,XK “ ρpXqγpsqJs, tK “ Bps, tq
where r¨, ¨s is the Lie bracket of g, γ is the structure morphism (cf. proposition 1.4) X,Y P g and
s, t P S. The super-Jacobi identity is guaranteed by the g-equivariance of B.
1.4 Twisted action of the symmetric group on the tensor superal-
gebra
In classical linear algebra and differential geometry one encounters the exterior and symmetric
algebras of a vector space V , through which multilinear alternating and symmetric maps whose
domain is V are codified. These algebras are quotients by adequate ideals of a bigger algebra, the
tensor algebra of V , which codifies general multilinear mappings. It turns out that the defining
ideals for the symmetric and exterior algebras are invariant subspaces of a quite natural action of
the symmetric group Sk on the space
Âk V of homogeneous tensors of rank k. This action is just
a permutation on monomials times a sign. To wit, if v1  ¨ ¨ ¨  vk is a decomposable tensor (i.e.
each vµ is in V ) and σ is a permutation then
σ ¨ v1  ¨ ¨ ¨ vk “ σ ¨ vσp1q  ¨ ¨ ¨ vσpkq
where σ is either identically one or the signature character of Sk. We denote these actions by ρ
and r respectively. That is:
ρpσqv1  ¨ ¨ ¨ vk “ vσp1q  ¨ ¨ ¨ vσpkq (1.24a)
rpσqv1  ¨ ¨ ¨ vk “ sgnσ ¨ vσp1q  ¨ ¨ ¨ vσpkq (1.24b)
In this way the space of symmetric and alternating k-tensors are defined as
Symk V :“âk V LrpSkq and ΛV :“âk V LρpSkq. (1.25)
In the first quotient above all alternating sums are in the zero class whereas in the second all
symmetric sums are in the zero class. Thus in the first quotient acting by a transposition leaves
the class unchanged while in the second one such a linear map changes the sign of the class, as was
to be expected.
In order to extend such a construction to supervector spaces we need to take into account the
parity of homogeneous elements and how it behaves under permutations. For this we need the
following
1.31 Definition. Let A be a subset of t1, 2, . . . , ku, σ P Sk and let τ be the permutation that
orders tb1, . . . bru “ σpAq increasingly. The relative signature of σ with respect to A is
sgnApσq “ sgn
ˆ
τpb1q b2 ¨ ¨ ¨ τpbrq
σpa1q σpa2q ¨ ¨ ¨ σparq
˙
;
that is, it’s the signature of the permutation of σpAq that orders its elements increasingly.
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To see that the relative signature is well-defined we digress for a moment on the concept of a
shuffle permutation. If t1, . . . , ku is written as a disjoint union of B and C of cardinalities r and
s respectively then the elements of the coset set Sk{pSB ˆ SCq are a system of representatives for
the group
Sr,s :“
!
τ P Sk|
´
b ą b1 ñ τpbq ą τpb1q
¯
and
´
c ą c1 ñ τpcq ą τpc1q
¯)
of pr, sq´shuffles; of course b, b1 and c, c1 denote elements of B and C respectively, and the order
on B and C is the induced one from t1, . . . , ku. Using the following lemma (whose proof we omit)
it can be shown that this group does not depend on the choice of an order on neither B, C or even
B \ C – t1, . . . , ku:
1.32 Lemma. Let σ be a permutation of the set A – t1, . . . , ku, and let B and C be subsets such
that A “ B \ C; if A is well ordered such that B and C inherit a well order then there exists a
unique permutation τ P SB ˆ SC such that στ´1 is monotone when restricted to B and C.
If we want analogues of identities (1.25) to hold for supervector spaces we need to take into
account the set A of indices for which the corresponding elements of V are odd given that whenever
any odd elements are commuted a sign must appear. We begin with the tensor superalgebra:
1.33 Definition. Let V “ pV0|V1q be a supervector space. The tensor superalgebra of V is
an associative unital superalgebra
Â
V with a universal property: let A be an associative unital
superalgebra, f : V Ñ A a superlinear map and ι : V Ñ ÂV the inclusion morphism; then there
exists a unique unital superalgebra morphism F :
Â
V Ñ A such that the diagram
Â
V
F // A
V
ι
OO
f
==
commutes; that is f “ F ˝ ι.
As with the classical case, this algebra may be presented using a basis for V . To wit: let
tv1, . . . vnu be such a basis then â
V “ 〈vµ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vµs〉 .
That is,
Â
V is the free associative unital superalgebra generated by V . The Z-grading of
Â
V is
given by âkpV0|V1q “ à
µjPt0,1u
Vµ1  ¨ ¨ ¨ Vµk (1.26)
We use the standard notation v1¨ ¨ ¨vk for an element ofÂkpV0|V1q. The structure automorphism
Γ of
Â
V (cf. proposition 1.4) is given by the extenstion of the structure automorphism γ of V .
This means
Γpv1  ¨ ¨ ¨ vkq “ γpv1q ¨ ¨ ¨ γpvkq
This allows us to write
Â
γ for Γ. Thus the Z2-grading of the supervector space
Â
V is given as
follows: in decomposition (1.26) the summands containing an even number of V1 factors are even
and the other ones are odd. So let T “ v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vk be an arbitrary decomposable supertensor and
set AT “ tµ | vµ P V1u. We define
sgn´ σpT q “ sgnAT σpT q (1.27)
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for all permutations σ.
In analogy with identities (1.25) we expect SympV0|V1q and ΛpV0|V1q to be supercommutative
and superalternating respectively. We therefore define the following actions of Sk on
ÂkpV0|V1q:
ρpσqpv1  ¨ ¨ ¨ vkq “ sgn´ σ ¨ vσp1q  ¨ ¨ ¨ vσpkq (1.28a)
and
rpσqpv1  ¨ ¨ ¨ vkq “ sgn´ σ sgnσ ¨ vσp1q  ¨ ¨ ¨ vσpkq. (1.28b)
Note that if all the v’s are even we get the actions defined in (1.24). If we formally define the
symmetric and exterior superalgebras as in (1.25) we get the following
1.34 Theorem. Let V “ pV0|V1q be a supervector space. The (super)symmetric and (super)exterior
superalgebras satisfy the following isomorphisms:
SympV0|V1q – SymV0  ΛV1 and ΛpV0|V1q – ΛV0  SymV1
Proof. The result follows from the fact that the supersymmetric algebra is the quotient of
ÂpV0|V1q
by the action (1.28a) and the superexterior algebra is obtained anihilating the action (1.28b).
1.4.1 The exterior superalgebra
Let pV |Sq be a supervector space. We now study the superalgebra ΛpV |Sq˚ of superalternating
forms on pV |Sq. Theorem 1.34 above allows us to write ω  p for a typical element of this super-
algebra, where ω P ΛV and p P SymS. The wedge superproduct of two such elements ω  p and
ω˜  p˜ is defined naturally as ω ^ ω˜  pp˜. However we expect formulae analogous to (1.7) and (1.8)
to prevail in this setting. For such equations to hold we need to take into account the parity of
ω^ ω˜ only, because of the isomorphism given by theorem 1.34: in the exterior superalgebra all odd
elements commute. We thus have the equality
rω  p^ ω˜  p˜u “ rω ^ ω˜u
so given bases tξ1, . . . ξmu and tσ1, . . . σnu of V and S respectively the wedge superproduct of
decomposable elements is given by
pξµ1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ξµk  σj1 ¨ ¨ ¨σjrq ^ pξµ1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ξµk˜  σj1 ¨ ¨ ¨σjr˜q “
pξµ1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ξνk ^ ξν1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ξµk˜q pσj1 ¨ ¨ ¨σjr ¨ σl1 ¨ ¨ ¨σlr˜q. (1.29)
The action of the symmetric group on elements like the above is
τpξµ1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ξµk  σj1 ¨ ¨ ¨σjrq “ sgn pτ ¨ ξµτ´1p1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ξµτ´1pkq  σjτ´1p1q ¨ ¨ ¨σjτ´1p1q (1.30)
where pτ denotes the class of τ on the group Sk`r{Sr, since the effect of τ on the indices j1, . . . , jr
carries no sign to the result.
Now let x P pV |Sq be a homogeneous vector. The operator xy should also be superderivations
of ΛpV |Sq like in the purely even case. This means that equation (1.12) should become
xypα^ βq “ pxyαq ^ β ` p´1qrxurαuα^ pxyβq. (1.31)
To see that this is the case we use equation (1.29) and dual bases to compute xy in these bases.
So if x is purely even then it is a linear combination of tv1, . . . vmu and if it is purely odd it is in
the span of ts1, . . . snu, the dual bases corresponding to tξ1, . . . ξmu and tσ1, . . . σnu respectively. If
x is purely even equation above is just equation (1.12); on the other hand, if x is purely odd then
the operator xy is an odd superderivation due to theorem 1.23 and equation (1.31) follows.
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Chapter 2
Smooth supermanifolds
This chapter is devoted to developing a theory of smooth supermanifolds closer to classical differ-
ential geometry, in a sense to be specified throughout the chapter. All our manifolds are assumed
to be connected, Hausdorff and smooth (of class C8).
2.1 Supermanifolds as superalgebra bundles
Let pV |Sq (cf. remark 1.3) be a supervector space of finite dimension. Whatever the term smooth
superfunction would denote, it’s clear that at least the polynomials in V should be considered as
smooth. The algebra of super-polynomials Pol‚pV |Sq should include both even and odd polynomial
mappings. Recalling that, under the choice of a basis, the algebra of polynomials PolV can be
identified with the symmetric algebra SymV ˚, we then have the isomorphism
Pol‚pV |Sq – Sym‚pV |Sq˚ – SymV ˚  ΛS˚ (2.1)
by theorem 1.34 and this algebra should be a subalgebra of that of smooth superfunctions. The
space C8pV,ΛS˚q naturally contains Pol‚pV |Sq and therefore is a good candidate for being the
algebra of smooth superfunctions of the supervector space pV |Sq. This is the reason why, in what
follows, we work with S˚ instead of S.
Because of equation (2.1) we can define a vector supermanifold to be the pair pV, V ˆΛS˚q and
take this as the local model for our definition of supermanifolds.
2.1 Definition. A smooth supermanifold of superdimension pm|nq is a pair pM |RMq con-
sisting of a smooth manifold M of dimension m and a superalgebra bundle RM over M such that
for each point p in M the algebra RpM is a free supercommutative superalgebra of finite rank
n. The sections Γ pRMq are the superfunctions on the supermanifold pM |RMq. This is an
infinite-dimensional supercommutative algebra.
A basic example is the supermanifold pM |ΛT ˚Mq whose superfunctions are the exterior differ-
ential forms on M .
2.1.1 Remarks on our definition
A few remarks are in order. Firstly, our definition is not to be confused with a classical theorem
due to Marjorie Batchelor (cf. [Bat79]) which states that every supermanifold is isomorphic to the
exterior bundle of a vector bundle over the underlying manifold M . As we saw in chapter 1, every
free supercommutative superalgebra of finite rank n is (non-naturally) isomorphic to the exterior
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algebra of some vector space of dimension n. The isomorphism depends on two choices: a set of
odd generators tξ1, . . . ξnu of the superalgebra and a basis tv1, . . . vnu of V . In our definition, the
fibre at each point is a free supercommutative superalgebra of rank n, and later on (corollary 2.12)
we shall prove that the Batchelor isomorphism is equivalent to the choice of a splitting map.
Another fact to note is that virtually every construction involving vector bundles can be car-
ried out in the smooth setting using partitions of unity; furthermore, since in the sheaf-theoretic
approach to supermanifolds the sine qua non conditions are that the structure sheaf OM (see defini-
tion 2.10) be coherent and of constant rank over the sheaf of smooth functions –which, incidentaly,
is already the sheaf of sections of a (trivial) vector bundle– the definition above is adequate for the
smooth setting.
The third and final remark is that both approaches are equivalent. Theorems 2.11 and 2.15
prove that to every sheaf-theoretic supermanifold we can associate a smooth supermanifold in
the sense of the definition above and that to every morphism in the sheaf-theoretic sense we can
associate a morphism in our sense.
2.1.2 Bundles associated to a smooth supermanifold
Let pM |RMq be of superdimension pm|nq. For each point p in M the fibre RpM is a free super-
commutative algebra of rank n; as such it has a unique maximal ideal, denoted
Rě1p M :“ tη P RpM |εppηq “ 0u (2.2)
where εp : RpM Ñ R is the augmentation map of the algebra RpM . Also, this algebra is filtered
RpM “
nď
k“0
Rěkp M (2.3)
as in (1.10).
2.2 Definition. Let pM |RMq be a supermanifold of dimension pm|nq and let p P M . The vector
space
Sp˚M :“ Rě1p M
LRě2p M
is the space of odd codirections at the point p. Its dual SpM is the space of odd directions
at p.
Now we proceed as differential geometers and define the bundles RěkM , with k ě 0 an integer,
the nilpotent bundle of pM |RMq being the case k “ 1. The sections of each of these vector
bundles are nilpotent superfunctions on pM |RMq
2.3 Proposition. Let pM |RMq be a supermanifold. The algebra Γ pRMq of smooth superfuncions
is a filtered algebra:
Γ
`Rě0M˘ Ą Γ `Rě1M˘ Ą ¨ ¨ ¨Γ `Rěn´1M˘ Ą Γ `RěnM˘ Ą t0u (2.4)
Proof. On a trivializing neighbourhood U ĎM the bundle RU is isomorphic to U ˆ ΛS˚, so
C8pU,ΛS˚q “
ď
kě0
C8pU,ΛěkS˚q
and this decomposition extends globally by a partition of unity argument.
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Next we define the vector bundles
SM “
ğ
pPM
SpM (2.5)
and
S˚M “
ğ
pPM
Sp˚M (2.6)
of odd directions and odd codirections respectively. These will play an important role when we
define the tangent superbundle of a supermanifold. These are all smooth vector bundles over M .
Notice that for each fibre RpM the augmentation map εp : RpM Ñ R is a unital homomorphism
of superalgebras, so we get another such morphism εM : Γ pRMq Ñ C8pMq which we also call an
augmentation map.
2.4 Remark. An important distinction arises when considering the Z2-grading of the algebra
RpM : the even elements, which we denote by R`,pM , and the odd elements, denoted by R´,pM .
Accordingly we get the bundles R`M and R´M and their sections are called, respectively, the
even and odd superfuncions of pM |RMq.
2.1.3 Morphisms
Let pM,OM q and pN,ON q be ringed spaces. Recall that a morphism between them is defined to
be a pair of maps pφ, φ#q, such that φ : M Ñ N is continuous and for each open set U Ď N the
localized map φ# : OU Ñ Oφ´1pUq is a morphism of rings (cf. [Uen99, section 2.3(b)]). In the
case of supermanifolds, the morphism φ# is required to be a unital morphism of supercommutative
algebras. This forces φ# to be even.
To make a differential–geometric sense out of this definition, let us recall a well-known fact
about the algebra C8pMq of smooth functions of a smooth manifold M . For a proof we refer the
reader to [Nes03, chapter 4].
2.5 Lemma. Let φ : M Ñ N be a smooth map. Then the map
φ˚ : C8pNq Ñ C8pMq
f ÞÑ f ˝ φ
is a unital homomorphism of associative algebras.
Our definition of a supersmooth map takes the above morphism into account. We first consider a
special case: let RM “MˆΛV ˚ be a trivial bundle and consider the corresponding supermanifold
pM |M ˆΛV ˚q. The sheaf of sections is nothing but C8pM,ΛV ˚q. A smooth superfunction on the
supermanifold in question is expressed as
f “ f0 ` nilpotent part (2.7)
where f0 is a smooth function on M and so we get the inclusion ι : C8pMq Ñ C8pM,ΛV ˚q. If
pN |N ˆ ΛW ˚q is another such supermanifold then, associated to a smooth map φ : M Ñ N , we
must obtain an even morphism of supercommutative algebras Φ : C8pN,ΛW ˚q Ñ C8pM,ΛV ˚q
such that the diagram
C8pN,ΛW ˚q εN //
Φ

C8pNq
ι
ss
φ˚

C8pM,ΛV ˚q εM // C8pMq
ι
kk
(2.8)
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commutes, where εM and εN are the augmentation maps, and ιM and ιN the corresponding in-
clusions. Now let f and g be smooth functions on N and let η be an element of C8pN,ΛW ˚q;
considering the twisted commutator
rΦφf spηq :“ Φpfηq ´ pf ˝ φqΦpηq (2.9)
we get
rΦφf spηq “ pΦpfq ´ f ˝ φqΦpηq (2.10)
because Φ is an algebra morphism; moreover, since Φ is even it preserves the Z2-grading and
therefore the term Φpfq ´ f ˝ φ is an even superfunction on N . Considering the diagram (2.8) we
see that ε ˝ Φ “ φ˚ and therefore the term Φpfq ´ f ˝ φ “ Φpfq ´ φ˚pfq is nilpotent. Therefore,
iterating this commutator we get zero after finitely many iterations. If q is the dimension of W
then, putting k “ t q2 u (integer part of q2), it is manifest that r¨ ¨ ¨ , rrΦφf0sφf1sφ ¨ ¨ ¨φ fks ” 0 for any
k ` 1 smooth functions on N .
Now, given two smooth supermanifolds pM |RMq and pN |RNq of superdimensions pm|pq and
pn|qq respectively, the above constructions are valid on trivializing neighbourhoods of the corre-
sponding bundles RM and RN . Using a partition of unity we arrive at the same results: we have
a commutative diagram
Γ pRNq εN //
Φ

C8pNq
φ˚

Γ pRMq εM // C8pMq
(2.11)
Note that the inclusions are not considered in this diagram. Summarizing the considerations
above we have
2.6 Proposition. Let pM |RMq and pN |RNq be smooth supermanifolds and pφ,Φq : pM |RMq Ñ
pN |RNq a supersmooth map. Then the map Φ : Γ pRNq Ñ Γ pRMq is a linear differential operator
along the smooth map φ : M Ñ N of order at most k “ t rankRN2 u.
We refer to appendix A for the definition of a linear differential operator along a smooth map
(definition A.17).
Another important property of supersmooth maps is the following:
2.7 Proposition. If pφ|Φq : pM |RMq Ñ pN |RNq is a supersmooth map then
Φ
´
Γ
´
RěkN
¯¯
Ď Γ
´
RěkM
¯
for all non-negative integers k. That is, supermanifold morphisms preserve the filtration (2.4).
Proof. Since Φ is an even superalgebra morphism it preserves the nilpotency of superfunctions, so
ΦpΓ `Rě1N˘q Ď Γ `Rě1M˘; also, algebra morphisms preserve powers so the result follows.
2.8 Corollary. The morphism Φ : Γ pRNq Ñ Γ pRMq defines bundle morphisms
Φk : RěkN{Rěk`1N Ñ RěkM{Rěk`1M
by Φkpx`Rěk`1p Mq “ Φpxq mod ΓpRěk`1Mq for each k ě 0.
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Proof. Let f be a smooth function on N and η a section of RěkN . Because of the identity
rΦφf s pηq “ pΦpfq ´ pf ˝ φqqΦpηq
we know that Φpfq´pf ˝φq is a section of Rě2M and because of the inclusions of filtration (2.4) we
know that pΦpfq ´ pf ˝ φqqΦpηq is a section of Rěk`2M , which is contained in Rěk`1M ; therefore
rΦφf s pηq P Γ
`Rěk`1˘ and thus Φk is a bundle morphism over the smooth map φ.
It is worth noting that, although the morphism φ˚ of lemma 2.5 is naturally attached to the
smooth map φ, the differential operator Φ is not uniquely determined by φ. In fact there is a large
set of differential operators along φ from where to choose. Nevertheless if N is compact the map
Φ determines a unique supersmooth map:
2.9 Proposition. Let pM |RMq and pN |RNq be supermanifolds with N compact and let Φ :
Γ pRNq Ñ Γ pRMq be a unital superalgebra morphism. Then there exists a unique smooth map
φ : M Ñ N such that Φ is a differential operator along φ.
Proof. For each p P N we consider the evaluation maps evp : C8pNq Ñ R then Ip :“ ker evp is a
maximal ideal of C8pNq. The manifold N being compact implies there is a correspondence between
maximal ideals of C8pNq and points of N . A similar results holds then for ideals of Γ pRNq, that
is: an ideal I of Γ pRNq is maximal if and only if I “ Rě1p N .
Now let η P Γ pRNq and consider the map Ψq :“ evq ˝ ε ˝ Φ for a point q P M . It is an
algebra morphism Ψq : Γ pRNq Ñ R and it is clearly surjective. Therefore (cf. [Jac09, theorem
2.6]) ker Ψp is a maximal ideal of Γ pRNq and it therefore corresponds to a unique point p P N .
Setting φppq “ q we get a well defined map φ : M Ñ N . To see it is indeed smooth consider the
composition εM ˝Φ ˝ ιN , where ιN : C8pNq ãÑ Γ pRNq is the inclusion. This map gives an algebra
morphism rφ : C8pNq Ñ C8pMq such that its kernel when composed with evp is exactly ker Ψq.
lemma 2.5 renders rφ “ φ˚ and tehrefore φ is smooth.
To see that Φ is a differential operator along φ we just invoke formula (2.10) and the fact that
Φ is a unital superalgebra homomorphism. The result follows.
2.2 Proof of equivalence between our geometric approach and the
usual approach
In [Var04, section 4.2] the definition of a supermanifold is given along the follwoing lines:
2.10 Definition (Supermanifolds as ringed spaces). Let M be a smooth manifold of dimension m.
A supermanifold of dimension pm,nq is a pair pM,Oq where O is a sheaf of superalgebras that
is locally isomorphic to C8  ΛS˚, for some vector space S of dimension n.
We’ll refer to these objects as algebro-geometric supermanifolds.
The fact that the sheaf of algebras C8 (and not, for instance, the sheaf of real analytic functions)
appears in this definition motivated us to consider a classical approach. Our fundamental result to
justify our approach is then the following
2.11 Theorem. Let pM,Oq be a supermanifold of dimension pm|nq in the sense of definition 2.10
and let S be a vector space of dimension n. There exists a bundle of superalgebras RM such that
every fibre RpM is isomorphic to ΛS˚ and with the further property that Γ pRMq – O as sheaves.
We’ll postpone the proof to subsection 2.2.
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2.12 Corollary (Batchelor’s theorem, [Bat79]). The structure sheaf of any supermanifold pM |RMq
can be realized (in a non-cannonical way) as the sheaf of sections of a bundle of exterior algebras
of finite rank.
Proof. Choosing an inclusion ι : C8M ãÑ Γ pRMq that splits the sequence
0 //Γ
`Rě1M ˘  ι //Γ pRMq ε //C8pMq //0 (2.12)
yields the isomorphism using the previous theorem.
2.13 Remark. The argument just laid establishes the fact that Batchelor’s theorem is equivalent
to the splitting of (2.12). The proof of theorem 2.11 will actually show how to find such a splitting.
The above results say that, at the level of objects, our category of smooth supermanifolds and
the category of algebro–geometric supermanifolds are in a one–one correspondence. The following
two results take care of the morphisms.
2.14 Lemma. Let M and N be smooth manifolds and let C8M and C8N denote the sheaves of smooth
functions over M and N respectively. Given a continuous map φ : M Ñ N , if Φ : C8N Ñ φ˚C8M is
a unital morphism of algebras over φ then φ is smooth and Φ “ φ˚, the map of lemma 2.5.
Proof. Recall that if U Ď N is an open set, the sheaf φ˚C8M pUq is defined as C8M pφ´1pUqq, the
restriction of C8M to the open set φ´1pUq (cf [Var04, section 4.1]). Let f P C8N pUq and x P φ´1pUq.
Then if V Ă R is any open subset containing φpfpxqq the set W :“ φ´1pf´1pV qq is relatively open
on φ´1pUq. The restriction morphism resUf´1pV q of the sheaf C8N induces the morphism
Φf´1pV q : C8N pf´1pV qq Ñ C8M pW q (2.13)
of sheaves. Consider the function h :“ f ´ fpφpxqq1, where 1 is the function identically 1 on N .
The image of h under Φf´1pV q is
g :“ Φf´1pV qphq “ Φf´1pV qpfq ´ Φf´1pV qpfqpxq1 (2.14)
(recall that Φf´1pV qpfq is by definition a smooth funcion on W ). The function g is not invertible
on W because x PW and therefore g has a zero there. Since U is arbitrary, we have ΦU pfqpxq P V
for all V containing fpφpxqq. Therefore
ΦU pfq “ φ˚pfq “ f ˝ φ. (2.15)
Now let x1, . . . , xn be any local coordinates on an open subset rU of U . Each of these coordinates
are smooth functions on rU , and therefore ΦrU pxµq “ xµ ˝ φ is smooth for all indices µ, 1 ď µ ď n.
This is precisely the definition of a smooth map between smooth manifolds. Therefore φ is smooth.
As a consequence of equation (2.15) we get Φ “ φ˚.
2.15 Theorem. Let pM,OM q and pN,ON q be supermanifolds and let Φ : ON Ñ φ˚OM be a sheaf
morphism along the continuous map φ : M Ñ N . Then Φ is a differential operator along φ.
Proof. Consider inclusion ιN : C8N Ñ ON as in corollary 2.12. It is clear that εM ˝Φ˝ ιN : C8N Ñ C8M
is a sheaf morphism over the continuous map φ. The above lemma implies that φ is smooth and
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that εM ˝ Φ ˝ ιN “ φ˚ so we recover the commutative diagram
Γ pRNq εN //
Φ

C8pNq
ι
ss
φ˚

Γ pRMq εM // C8pMq
ι
kk
similar to diagram (2.11), so εM ˝ Φ “ φ˚ ˝ εN ; therefore defining the commutator rΦ, f spηq “
Φpfηq ´ pf ˝ φqΦpηq for all smooth functions f on M and η P Γ pRMq it’s seen that Φpfq ´ φ˚pfq
is nilpotent, so Φ is a differential operator along φ.
2.2.1 Proof of theorem 2.11
Let pM,Oq be an algebro-geometric supermanifold. As we already said (remark 2.13), the theorem
is equivalent to the splitting of the sequence
0 //N   //O ε ////C8 //0
so as to give O the structure of a sheaf of C8-modules. We state this as
2.16 Theorem. There exists a unital sheaf homomorphism j : C8 Ñ O such that ε ˝ j “ idC8.
Let us define an equivalence relation for these maps:
2.17 Definition. Let ι, ι1 : C8 Ñ O be unital morphisms and k ě 0. We say they are equivalent
up to degree k, written ι „
k
ι1, if Impι´ ι1q Ď N k`1.
It is clear that, if the odd dimension of pM,Oq is n and k ě tn2 u, then ι „k ι
1 always holds. This
observation will be the basis of the proof. We will use the following
2.18 Lemma. Let ι „
2k
ι1. The map ι´ ι1 is a derivation of C8 with values in N 2k`2; furthermore,
there exists a vector field X with values in N 2k such that ι´ ι1 ” X mod N 2k.
Proof. Let f and g be smooth functions on M . Using the fact that both ι and ι1 are unital algebra
homomorphisms it is straightforward to compute
pι´ ι1qpfgq “ ι1pfqpι´ ι1qpgq ` pι´ ι1qpfqιpgq
Therefore if we define Xpfq “ pι´ ι1qpfq we immediately see that X is the required vector field.
Let us fix a locally finite open cover tUαuαPA of M such that
a. there exists an isomorphism τα : Oα :“ O|UαÑC8α  ΛS˚ of superalgebras with unit, and
b. there exist yα “ py1α, . . . , ymα q smooth functions on Uα such that pUα, yαq is a coordinate chart
on M .
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Let Uαβ :“ Uα X Uβ, and let Oαβ and C8αβ denote the corresponding sheaves.
By the above conditions we can fix ξαµ P C8  Λě2` S˚, 1 ď µ ď m, such that
ταpyµαq “ yµα  1` ξαµ . (2.16)
Set ταβ “ τα ˝ τ´1β . The required morphism j will be constructed locally and glued using these
morphisms. Note that ταβ is not C8-linear in general. Set ια,0pfq “ f  1; this is obviously the
most simple inclusion C8 Ñ C8  ΛS˚.
2.19 Lemma. For all α and all r ě 1 there exist ια,r : C8 Ñ C8  ΛS˚ such that for all f P C8α
(1)
´
ια,r ´ ια,r´1
¯
pfq ” 0 mod Λ2r` S˚
(2)
´
ταβ ˝ ια,r ´ ιβ,r
¯
pfq ” 0 mod Λě2r`2` S˚.
Proof. The proof is by induction on r. We will abbreviate Λěk` S˚ by Ak.
Recall we’ve set ια,0pfq “ f  1. Formula (2.16) guarantees that
Z “
mÿ
µ“1
ξαµ
B
Byµα
is a vector field with values in A2, so defining ια,1 “ ια,0 ` Z it is readly seen that conditions (1)
and (2) are satisfied.
Now for the induction step. Suppose we have defined ια,r for r ě 1 and that conditions (1) and
(2) are met for these morphisms. Define
Xαβ “ ταβιβ,r ` ια,r mod A2r`4
This is a vector field with values in Cαβ  Λ2r`2S˚; in local coordinates its expression is
Xαβ “
mÿ
µ“1
Xµαβ
B
Byµα .
Then for any α, β, γ P A we have
Xαγ “ ταβ ˝ pτβγ ˝ ιγ,r ´ ιβ,rq
` pταβ ˝ ιβ,r ´ ια,rq
!“ ταβXβγ `Xαβ
“ τ˜αβpXβγq `Xαβ
where τ˜αβ denotes the odd differential of ταβ. This implies τ˜αβ P C8αβ ˆ AutZpAq, i.e. it preserves
the Z-graduation; this implies τ˜αβ is C8αβ-linear. Observe also that for all α we have Xαα “ 0 and
therefore τ˜αβpXβαq “ ´Xαβ.
Let tψαuαPA be a partition of unity subordinated to the cover tUαu and define
Xα “
ÿ
γ‰α
ψγ ¨Xαγ ; (2.17)
it is manifest that Xα so defined is a smooth vector field on
Ť
γ Uαγ and it can be smoothly extended
by 0 to the rest of Uα. Now we compute
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Xα ´ τ˜αβpXβq “
ÿ
α‰γ‰β
ψγ ¨Xγα ´ τ˜αβpψγ ¨Xγβq
“
ÿ
γ
ψγ ¨
´
Xγα ´ τ˜αβpXβγq
¯
(τ˜αβ is C8αβ-linear)
“
ÿ
γ
ψγpXγα `Xβγq pτ˜pXγβq “ ´Xβγq
This computation shows that the original vector field Xαβ can be smoothly extended to Uα Y Uβ
and therefore to all of M . Lemma 2.18 furnishes the unital homomorphism ια,r`1 “ ια,r `Xα for
which condition (1) is readily satisfied. Condition (2) follows from the construction of Xα from
Xαβ in equation (2.17): indeed, ταβ ˝ ια,r`1`Xα – ιβ,r`1`Xβ mod A2r`2 since both sides of the
congruence take values on A2r`4 by construction.
To finish the proof of theorem 2.11 we construct for each r ě 1 the inclusions ια,r; then, as
observed before, if r ě tn2 u we get the identity ταβ ˝ ιβ,r “ ια,r. Then we can define j : C8 Ñ O
by jpfq “ řα ια.rpfq; since theorem 2.16 is equivalent to 2.11 the latter theorem is completely
proved.
Now our claim that our approach yields the same theory as the algebro-geometric approach is
completely established considering theorem 2.15.
2.3 Z-graded supermanifolds
Let pM |RMq be a supermanifold. Recall that for every point p of M we have the bundle SpM
of odd directions and its dual Sp˚M and that, choosing a connection of algebras on RM we have
an isomorphism RM – ΛS˚M . In this section we study supermanifolds arising from the inverse
construction.
Let ξ : E Ñ M and rξ : rE Ñ N be smooth vector bundles, and let Φ : E Ñ rE be a bundle
morphism along a smooth map φ : M Ñ N . Then the lift ΛΦ : ΛE Ñ Λ rE is a morphism of the
associated supermanifolds pM |ΛEq and pN |Λ rEq. Associated to Φ we get a map Φ˚ : Γp rEq Ñ Γ pEq
as in lemaama 2.5. This kind of morphisms are not only Z2-graded but also Z-graded. As a
differential operator along φ, the map Φ˚ is as simple as it could be:
2.20 Proposition. In the above setting, the map Φ˚ is a differential operator of order 0.
Proof. It suffices to observe that ΛΦ is C8pMq-linear, that is
ΛΦpfωq “ pf ˝ φqΛΦpωq
for all sections ω of Λp rEq. Therefore the commutator rΦ˚φf s vanishes for all smooth functions f
on M .
In this setting we can make the identification SM “ E and the supermanifold structure is thus
completely determined by the vector bundle SM .
2.21 Definition. A Z-graded supermanifold is a supermanifold of the form pM |ΛpSMqq for
some vector bundle SM . A Z-graded smooth supermap is the lifting to the exterior bundle of
a bundle map F : SM Ñ SN .
These supermanifolds are also referred to as split supermanifolds. We will denote such a su-
permanifold as pM |SMq. Batchelor’s theorem (corollary 2.12) is tantamount to saying that every
smooth supermanifold pM |RMq is (non-naturally) isomorphic to a split supermanifold.
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2.4 The tangent and cotangent superbundles
In this section we give the construction of the tangent and cotangent superbundles of a smooth
supermanifold. We’ll rely on the contents of appendix A. We begin with a techincal albeit rather
simple fact.
2.22 Lemma. Given a supersmooth map pφ|Φq : pM |RMq Ñ pN |RNq there are two bundle maps
F : SM Ñ SN and F ˚ : S˚N Ñ S˚M naturally associated to it.
Proof. The map F ˚ is just the bundle map Φ1 of corollary 2.8 and F is its dual.
Now let’s recall that the tangent bundle of a smooth manifoldM has as sections the derivations
of the algebra C8pMq. That is derpC8pMqq “ Γ pTMq. This is a Lie algebra under the commutator
of vector fields. If pM |RMq is any supermanifold, then the space of its superderivations should
then be a Lie superalgebra. Because of the inclusion C8pMq ãÑ Γ pRMq it is manifest that the
Lie algebra of vector fields on M must be a Lie subalgebra of the even part of this superalgebra.
Now each fibre RpM is a free supercommutative algebra with only odd generators, the space Sp˚M .
According to corollary 1.25, the Lie superalgebra sderpRp,`M |Rp,´Mq is generated by SpM . Now,
fixing an isomorphism φ : ΛSp˚M Ñ RpM we know (theorem 1.23) the space of superderivations of
RpM is isomorphic to SpM  ΛSp˚M .
2.23 Definition. For every point p of M the space
sderppRMq “ sderpRpMq
of pointwise derivations of RM . The vector bundle
sderpRMq :“
ğ
pPM
sderppRMq.
is the bundle of pointwise derivations of pM |RMq.
The elemaaents of the fibres of this bundle are derivations of the corresponding fibre of RM .
A section of this bundle, then, acts only fibrewise and it’s linear on each fibre and is therefore
linear over the ring C8pMq. That is, if η is a superfunction and f is smooth on M we have
Dpfηqp “ Dpfppqηpq “ fppqDpηpq for every section D of sderpRMq. Summarizing:
2.24 Proposition. The sections of the bundle sderpRMq are differential operators of order 0 over
C8pMq.
Clearly in the space Γ psderpRMqq we are missing a lot of superderivations of Γ pRMq, as we
expect the graded Leibniz rule to apply. That is, if D is a superderivation of Γ pRMq we expect
Dpηψq “ Dpηqψ ` p´1qrηurDuηDpψq (2.18)
and this identity is clearly not linear for smooth functions on M . Nevertheless this is the equation
all superderivations must satisfy. This has an important consequence:
2.25 Proposition. Superderivations of the algebra Γ pRMq are differential operators of order at
most 1 (cf. definition A.1).
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Proof. Let D be a superderivation, f a smooth function on M and η an arbitrary smooth super-
function. Considering the commutator rD, f spηq (see (A.1)) we get
rD, f spηq “ Dpfηq ´ fDpηq
Since D is a derivation, the Leibniz rule (2.18) implies
rD, f spηq “ Dpfqη ` p´1qrDufDpηq ´ fDpηq.
so if D is an odd derivation the commutator above is zero for any smooth superfunction, whereas if
D is even we get zero above when iterating the commutator. Acording to our definition of a linear
differential operator (definition A.1) the result follows.
2.26 Corollary. The space of superderivations of Γ pRMq is the space of sections of a bundle
DerRM that is a sub-bundle of Diffď1pRM,RMq of differential operators on the vector bundle
RM .
We now proceed to the construction of the bundle of superderivations. Since smooth vector
fields must be even elemaaents of the Lie superalgebra sderpΓ pRMqq we must include Γ pTMq in the
even subspace of sderpΓ pRMq. On the other hand, the space of generators of sderpΓ pRMqq must
also contain Γ pSMq (by theorem 1.23) and at the same time the pointwise derivations (definition
2.23). With these considerations in mind, let f be a smooth function onM and D a superderivation
of Γ pRMq. We know that Dpfq is an even superfunction and, because of the requirements imposed
by the Leibniz identity (2.18), we know it must be of the form Xpfq ` ηpfq, with X a vector field
on M and η an even nilpotent superfunction (i.e., a section of Rě2` M). So there seems to be a
decomposition
sderpΓ pRMqq – Γ pRM  pTM  SMqq ,
where the SM factor accounts for the generators of the space of superderivations. This is indeed
the case because on a trivializing neighbourhood U of RM around p we get the isomorphism
Γ psderRUq – Γ pSU  ΛS˚Uq
when choosing an isomorphism φU : ΛS˚U Ñ RU . Batchelor’s theorem (corollary 2.12)produces a
global isomorphism
sderpΓ pRMqq – Γ pΛS˚M  pTM  SMqq . (2.19)
which depends on the bundle isomorphism φ : ΛSM Ñ RM . We have to prove that this is indeed
the vector bundle we sought.
2.27 Theorem. The following sequence of vector bundles is exact
0 // sderpRMq   ι // DerpRMq σ // // RM  TM // 0 (2.20)
Here σ denotes the principal symbol (definition A.5).
Proof. We’ve seen that the bundle pTM  SMq  ΛS˚M actually contains operators that act on
the superfunctions as derivations, and that we can choose an isomorphism DerpRMq – pTM 
SMqRM . We need to verify that (2.20) is actually exact.
We know (proposition 2.24) the sections of sderRM are differential operators of order zero, so
their principal symbol is zero. This proves Impιq Ď kerpσq. Also, this condition is sufficient for a
differential operator to be of order zero, so Impιq “ kerpσq.
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In order to prove that σ is surjective we choose a connection ∇ of the bundle RM . Let Xr be
a section of TM RM and define a map g : Γ pTM RMq Ñ Γ pDerpRMqq by gpX  rq “ r∇X ,
which is evidently a differential operator of order 1, so we compute its principal symbol: let η be a
superfunction and f a smooth function, then
σpr∇X ; fqpηq “ rr∇X , f spηq
“ r∇Xpfηq ´ fr∇Xpηq
“ rXpfqη ` rf∇Xpηq ´ fr∇Xpηq
“ rXpfqη (because fr “ rf)
“ X  rpf  ηq
(2.21)
which proves that g ˝ σ is the identity on TM RM , making σ a surjective map.
2.28 Corollary. If a split supermanifold pM |SMq has trivial bundle of odd directions, i.e. SM –
M ˆ S for some vector space S, then there is a natural isomorphism
T pM |SMq – ΛS˚M  pTM  SMq
As in the classical setting, the supertangent bundle is algebraically related to the superalgebra
of smooth superfuntions on a supermanifold.
2.29 Proposition. The space Γ pDerpRMqq is a left supermodule over Γ pRMq with generators
Γ pSMq.
Proof. This is because for every p PM we know the supervector space DerppRMq is a module over
RpM whose space of generators is SpM . Since both are vector bundles over M the result follows
from a partition of unity argument.
2.30 Remark. We’ve worked with the tangent superbundle as a bundle of left modules over the
algebra of smooth superfunctions. This is because when we define a pairing between the spaces of
supervector fields and superforms it will be convenient, for the sake of removing innecesary signs,
to view the latter as a right module. Compare to theorem 1.23.
The space of C8pMq-linear endomorphisms of Γ pRMq is naturally equipped with a supercom-
mutator: JA,BK “ A ˝B ´ p´1qrAurBuB ˝A (2.22)
and by restriction so is the space of sections of DerpRMq. The commutator above turns these
spaces into (infinite-dimensional) Lie superalgebras. We state the result, whose proof is trivial:
2.31 Theorem. The space Γ pDerpRMq is a Lie superalgebra with the commutator defined by
(2.22).
2.4.1 Tangential maps
Let pφ|Φq : pM |RMq Ñ pN |RNq be a supersmooth map, fixed throughout this subsection. Recall
from lemaama 2.22 that there are two bundle maps associated to it: F : SM Ñ SN and F ˚ :
S˚M Ñ S˚N . Let’s recall that in the classical case, given a smooth map φ : M Ñ N there
exist two bundle maps φ˚ : TM Ñ TN and φ˚ : T ˚N Ñ T ˚M naturally associated to φ. In the
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supermanifold case, the tangent superbundle T pM |RMq “ DerpRMq is generated by TM  SM .
So now we can consider the maps
pφ|Φq˚ :“φ˚  F : TM  SM Ñ TN  SN (2.23)
pφ|Φq˚ :“φ˚  F ˚ : T ˚N  S˚N Ñ T ˚M  S˚M (2.24)
where F “ pΦ1q˚ is the map of corollary 2.8 and call them, respectively, the differential and
codifferential of pφ|Φq. It is manifest they satisfy analogous properties to those of the classical
differential and codifferential. A noteworthy fact is the following
2.32 Proposition. Let I be the functor that associates to any given supermanifold pM |RMq the
corresponding Z-graded supermanifold pM |SMq and let F : SM Ñ SN be the map of lemaama
2.22. If pφ|Φq : pM |RMq Ñ pN |RNq is a morphism of supermanifolds then Ipφ|Φq “ pφ|F q.
Proof. Recall that a morphism of Z-graded supermanifolds is the exterior lift ΛpGq of a morphism
G : SM Ñ SN over the smooth map φ : M Ñ N . By corollary 2.8 we know Φ1 “ F is naturally
associated to Φ when taking the quotient of RM by its nilpotent sub-bundle. Since ΛpΦ1q “ ΛpF q
we get a morphism pφ|F q of Z-graded supermanifolds naturally associated to pφ|Φq via the quotient
map. Thus Ipφ|Φq “ pφ|F q.
When we analysed smooth supermaps we found that they are differential operators along smooth
maps; the proof of this fact relied on the operator
rΦφ¨s : C8pNq Ñ Γ
`Rě2M˘
which is a derivation along φ. That is:
rΦφfgs “ rΦφf spg ˝ φq ` pf ˝ φqrΦφgs
which can be seen by evaluating the commutator on the section 1 and using the fact that Φ is
a superalgebra morphism. Because of the universal property of jets (theorem A.11) we get the
following diagram:
C8pNq rΦ,¨s //
jet1

Γ
`Rě2M˘
Γ
`
Jet1pNq˘ jet1prΦ.¨sq
77
Because of corollary A.15 the above diagram turns into
C8pNq rΦφ¨s//
d

Γ
`Rě2M˘
Γ pT ˚Nq
jet1prΦφ¨sq
88
(2.25)
Let’s now compute
rΦφfgs “ Φpfgq ´ pfgq ˝ φ “ ΦpfqΦpgq ´ pf ˝ φqpg ˝ φq,
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which turns into
ΦpfqΦpgq ´ pf ˝ φqpg ˝ φq “ ΦpfqΦpgq ` Φpfqpg ˝ φq ´ Φpfqpg ˝ φq
`pf ˝ φqpg ˝ φq “ Φpfq`Φpgq ´ g ˝ φ˘` pΦpfq ´ f ˝ φqpg ˝ φq
“ prΦ, f s ` f ˝ φqprΦ, gsq ` prΦ, f sqpg ˝ φq
“ rΦ, f srΦ, gs ` rΦ, gspf ˝ φq ` prΦ, f sqpg ˝ φq;
Now the term rΦφf s rΦφgs is an even section of Rě4M so it makes sense to consider the class of
rΦφfgs in the quotient Γ
`Rě2M{Rě3M˘. Therefore we get the map
Φ! : T ˚N Ñ Λ2S˚M “ Rě2M{Rě3M
dfφppq ÞÑ Φpfqp ´ pf ˝ φqppq `Rě3p M
(2.26)
which is a derivation along φ in the sense described above.
2.33 Definition. Let pφ|Φq : pM |RMq Ñ pN |RNq be a supersmooth map. The auxiliary
codifferential of the supersmooth map pφ|Φq is the map Φ! of (2.26). The auxiliary differential
is the dual map Φ! :“ pΦ!q˚.
2.34 Lemma. If the map Φ : Γ pRNq Ñ Γ pRMq is a differential operator of order 0 then Φ! ” 0.
Proof. Since Φ! is the natural extension to T ˚M of the derivation rΦφf s if one is zero so is the
other. But rΦφf s “ Φpfq ´ f ˝ φ “ 0 means Φpfq “ f ˝ φ which is a necessary condition for Φ to
be a differential operator of order zero. To wit: given an arbitrary superfunction η on pM |RMq
the vanishing of the auxiliary (co)differential implies 0 “ rΦφf s pηq “ pΦpfq ´ f ˝ φqΦpηq so we get
Φpfηq “ pf ˝ φqΦpηq.
2.4.2 Straightenings
A reasonable question to ask at this point is whether or not there are any “higher order” auxiliary
differentials associated to the supermanifold morphism pφ|Φq. Since Φ preserves the filtration (1.10)
it seems feasible that there be a map
Φaux : Γ pS˚Nq Ñ Γ `Rě3M{Rě4M˘ – Γ `Λ3S˚M˘ . (2.27)
Let us analyse this possibility. First note that (2.26) is well defined because the commutator
rΦφf s has a class modulo Γ
`Rě3M˘ independent of the any isomorphism between the vector
bundles Rě2M{Rě3M and Λ2S˚M ; this in turn is due to the fact that the map ε gives a natural
“truncation” of Φpfq to its non-nilpotent part. When trying to construct a map Φaux as above we
see that if σ P Γ pS˚Nq then Φpσq is a section of Rě1M . So in order to get a section of Λ3S˚M an
isomorphism is needed that chooses an adequate class for Φpσq. This isomorphism in turn depends
on some other choices:
2.35 Proposition. If Ψk : ΛkS˚M Ñ RěkM{Rěk`1M is a vector bundle isomorphism for all
non-negative integers k then there exists an algebra bundle isomorphism Ψ : ΛS˚M Ñ RM such
that Ψk “ Ψ|ΛkS˚M .
Proof. Choose a connection on SM ; this gives a local basis ts1, . . . snu for this bundle, then using
the dual basis tds1, . . . dsnu extend to an algebra isomorphism via dsµ1^¨ ¨ ¨^dsµk ÞÑ dsµ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dsµk`
Γ
`Rk`1M˘.
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Hence, in order to consistenly define a class for Φpσq we need a bundle isomorphism Ψ: ΛS˚ Ñ
RM and a connection ∇ on SM . These pairs are in correspondence with a very special class of
maps:
2.36 Theorem (Flowbox coordinates for supermanifolds). Let pM |RMq be a supermanifold; let
• ConnpS˚Mq denote the set of connections in the vector bundle of odd directions;
• Inc pM |RMq denote the set tψ : pTM  SMq‚ ãÑ Der‚pRMqu of Z2-graded inclusions of the
bundle of generators TM  SM into the bundle of superderivations, and
• SpM |RMq “
!
Ψ: ΛS˚M –Ñ RM
)
the set of unital superalgebra bundle isomorphisms.
There is a bijection of sets IncppM |RMqq ˆ Conn SM Ø SpM |RMq satisfying the following prop-
erties:
1. if s, rs are sections of SM then Jψpsq, ψprsqK “ 0;
2. for any s P Γ pSMq and any vector field X on M : JψpXq, ψpsqK “ ψp∇Xsq;
3. if s is a section of SM and σ a section of ΛS˚M then Ψpsyσq “ ψpsqpΨpσqq.
Before proving the above theorem let us analyse the geometric meaning of the bijection. As we
saw in proposition 2.20, morphisms in the category of split supermanifolds are rather simple: they’re
just exterior bundle maps associated to vector bundle morphisms; this means they’re differential
operators of order 0, or what is the same, module morphisms Φ: Γ pΛS˚Mq Ñ Γ pΛS˚Nq covering
a smooth map φ : N ÑM , which in turn provides a unital algebra homomorphism φ˚ : C8pMq Ñ
C8pNq. On the other hand, morphisms of supermanifolds in general are, comparatively, quite
more complicated. So what the flowbox coordinates theorem allows us to do is “straighten up” an
arbitrary supermanifold pM |RMq into a split one. We thus call the mappings of the set SpM |RMq
straightenings of pM |RMq.
Proof of theorem 2.36. Recall that the bundle of derivations is locally isomorphic to the space
C8pU, sderpΛS˚qq once a trivialisation is chosen on SU . We observe that the linear map ψ : pTU 
SUq‚ Ñ C8pU, sder‚ ΛS˚q satisfies the hypotheses of lemaama 1.26: it is injective and the image
of the odd part SU consists of supercommuting odd derivations. Thus this lemaama gives us an
isomoprhism Ψ: ΛS˚U Ñ RU with the properties 1 and 3 of the statement of the theorem. For
property 2 we observe that JψpXq, ψpsqK is an odd supervector field and the result of the bracket
operation is uniquely determined by X and s.
The uniqueness of ψ for a given Ψ is also guaranteed by lemma 1.26. The theorem follows from
a partition of unity argument.
Let a straightening Ψ of pM |RMq be given. If pφ|Φq : pM |RMq Ñ pN |RNq then we have a
morphism pφ|rΦq : pM |SMq Ñ pN |RNq given by the following diagram
Γ pRNq rΦ //
Φ

Γ pΛS˚Mq
Γ pRMq
ΓpΨ´1q
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When dealing with the bundle ΛS˚M it is now possible to talk about the truncation of one of its
sections: consider the map trk : ΛS˚M Ñ ΛďkS˚M that truncates a given form to its part of degree
at most k.
Now let σ P Γ pS˚Nq and consider the section rΦpσq P Γ pΛ´S˚Mq, i.e. rΦpσq is of positive degree
in the bundle ΛS˚M . Taking the class of rΦpσq´tr1 rΦpσq modulo Γ `Λě5S˚M˘ we get a well defined
map Φˇ3 : S˚N Ñ Λ3S˚M . If we continue in this manner we get bundle maps
Φˇ‚ : pT ˚N |S˚Nq˝ Ñ Λ‚˝S˚M
where ˝ denotes the Z2-grading and ‚ the Z-grading. We then have the following
2.37 Proposition. Let pφ|Φq : pM |RMq Ñ pN |RNq. The unital superalgebra morphism
Φ: Γ pRMq Ñ Γ pRNq
is a differential operator of order zero along the smooth map φ if and only if each of Φˇk is zero for
k ě 2.
Proof. The “if” part is rather trivial: observe that if Φpfηq “ pf ˝ φqη then for σ P Γ pS˚Mq we
know Φpfσq “ pf ˝ φqσ is a section of S˚M ; this is equivalent to Φˇ3 ” 0. Likewise, lemma 2.34
tells us that Φ! ” 0 forces Φ to be a differential operator of order 0. Since, under the choice of a
straightening, all sections of RN can be written as linear combination of products of sections of
S˚N and C8pNq we get one implication by the above observations.
For the converse let Φ: Γ pRMq Ñ Γ pRNq and recall that given a straightening of RM we
get a map rΦ associated to Φ given by diagram (2.28). Suppose Φˇk ” 0 for all k ě 2. Choosing
a straightening for RM we know Φˇk ” 0 means that for any η P Γ `RěkN˘ the section Φˇpηq “rΦpηq ´ trk´1pΦpηqq “ 0 modulo Γ `Λk`1S˚M˘ for all k so it is actually a section of ΛkS˚M . In
particular rΦ maps sections of S˚N to sections of S˚M . This means rΦφf s preserves the grading of
ΛS˚N (choosing a straightening for RN if necessary) and is thus identically zero for all f ; that is,
Φ is a differential operator of order zero.
Thus we have seen that any “higher-order auxiliary differentials” of pφ|Φq : pM |RMq Ñ pN |RNq
are codified by the set of straightenings of pN |RNq albeit the property of being a bundle map
(equivalently, a differential operator of order zero) is independent of any straightening.
2.5 Superdifferential forms
Here we use the work done in section 1.4 to derive some theorems about exterior superdifferential
forms.
2.38 Definition. Let pM |RMq be a supermanifold. A superdifferential form of degree k ě 0
is a k-multilinear map
ω : Γ pT pM |RMqq
k timeshkk kkj
ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆΓ pT pM |RMqq Ñ Γ pRMq
that is also supermultilinear over the algebra Γ pRMq of smooth superfunctions and superalternat-
ing.
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A k-form is then a section of the bundle ΛkT ˚pM |RMq and as such it takes k supervector fields
as arguments. In the classical case the value of a form is defined up to a sign depending on the
order in which the arguments are inserted. This is also the case for superdifferential forms but since
homogeneous supervector fields can be even or odd the sign depends not only on the order in which
the fields are inserted but also on the parity of the arguments. So let X1, . . . , Xk be homogeneous
supervector fields and ω a k-form; for σ P Sk the action on the arguments of ω is
σ ¨ ω pX1, . . . Xkq “ sgnσ
sgn´ σωpXσ´1p1q, . . . , Xσ´1pkqq (2.29)
where sgn´ σ was defined by equation (1.27).
Our definition above stresses the fact that a k-form is supermultilinear over the superfunctions.
What this means, for k “ 1, is that if f is a homogeneous superfunction and ω a 1-form then
ωpfXq “ fωpXq (2.30)
(see remark 2.30).
With equations (2.29) and (2.30) we can now prove the following
2.39 Proposition. Let ω be a k-form. For all X1, . . . , Xk homogeneous supervector fields and for
all f homogeneous superfunction we have
ωpX1, . . . , fXs, . . . , Xkq “ p´1qrf urωuprX1u`¨¨¨`rXs´1uqωpX1, . . . , Xs, . . . , Xkq (2.31)
for 1 ď s ď k.
Proof. If s “ 1 then (2.31) turns into (2.30) when the other k ´ 1 entries are fixed; for s ą 1
conjugate by the transposition p1sq and apply both (2.29) and (2.30). The result follows from these
observations.
2.5.1 The de Rham supercomplex
Now we turn our attention to the exterior derivative of superforms. The equation
dω pX0, . . . Xk`1q “
k`1ÿ
µ“1
p´1qµXµωpX0, . . . , xXµ, . . . , Xk`1q
`
ÿ
νăµ
p´1qµ`νωprXν , Xµs, X0, . . . , xXν , . . . , xXµ, . . . , Xk`1q (2.32)
of classical differential geometry seems promising, but again one has to take into account the parity
of the supervector fields. In order to verify that the above formula works (i.e. that it satisfies all
the properties expected of the exterior derivative) we could carry out the computations with the
appropriate signs; we’ll prove the corresponding formula below. Instead we now focus on abstract
properties of the exterior derivative and we’ll use theorem 2.36 to compute the de Rham cohomology
of a smooth supermanifold. Many results here depend on the work made on appendix B·
An isomorphism Ψ: ΛS˚M Ñ RM furnishes in an obvious way a superdiffeomorphism
pid |ΓΨq : pM |RMq Ñ pM |SMq;
if the tangent bundle is to preserve any of its nice properties of classical differential geometry then
it is to be expected that this superdiffeomorphism induce an isomorphism between the respective
bundles of pM |RMq and pM |SMq, and we know (corollary 2.28) what the supertangent bundle of
the latter is. We now prove the following
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2.40 Lemma. Let a straightening Ψ: ΛS˚ Ñ RM of pM |RMq be given. Then Ψ induces an
isomorphism of superalgebra bundles
8Ψ: Λ‚T ˚pM |RMq –Ñ
´
ΛT ˚M  Sym S˚M¯‚  ΛS˚M
where ‚ denotes the Z-grading.
Proof. We know from corollary 2.28 that T pM |SMq – ΛS˚M  pTM  SMq. Then Ψ: ΛS˚M Ñ
RM induces the even map
8ψ : ΛS˚M  pTM  SMq˘ÝÑDer˘RM
given by 8ψpη pX  sqq “ Ψpηq ^ p∇X ` syq which is also an isomorphism; setting 8Ψ “ Λp 8ψq˚ the
result follows.
The Z grading of the algebra pΛT ˚M  Sym S˚Mqp at a given point is then given byà
a`b“k
ΛaTp˚M  Symb Sp˚M
for any non-negative integer k; thus, for any given k, the bundle of superdifferential forms of total
degree k is isomorphic to à
a`b“k
´
ΛaT ˚M  Symb S˚M¯ ΛS˚M. (2.33)
From the flowbox theorem (theorem 2.36) we know that given a straightening Ψ we automati-
cally get a connection ∇ on the bundle SM of odd directions. We now turn to properties of general
connections on vector bundles that will be useful to us.
Let E be a vector bundle over M and let D be a connection on E. Then D induces an operator
dD in the space of E-valued k-forms Γ
`
ΛkT ˚M  E˘, the sections of E being of course identified
with the case k “ 0, such that
dD : Γ
´
ΛkT ˚M  E¯Ñ Γ ´Λk`1T ˚M  E¯ ,
called the twisted exterior derivative of the connection D, defined by a formula analogous to
(2.32)
dDω pX0, . . . Xk`1q “
k`1ÿ
µ“1
p´1qµDXµ
´
ωpX0, . . . , xXµ, . . . , Xk`1q¯
`
ÿ
νăµ
p´1qµ`νωprXν , Xµs, X0, . . . , xXν , . . . , xXµ, . . . , Xk`1q (2.34)
One then gets the following identities (cf. [Bes07, chapter 1])
pdDq2 “ RD (2.35a)
dDpRDq “ 0 (Bianchi identity) (2.35b)
where RD denotes the curvature of D.
With equations (2.35) above and the connection ∇ provided by the straightening Ψ (theorem
2.36) we can compute the exterior derivative of superdifferential forms. We first digress on two
operators that will be useful to us.
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Let S be a vector space of dimension n and consider the action of GLpSq on the space Sym S˚
ΛS˚. With the choice of a basis ts1, . . . snu for S the infinitesimal action of glpSq on A is by
derivations and can be written down as
A‹ “ ´
˜
nÿ
µ“1
dsµ ¨ pAsµqy
¸ id´ id˜ nÿ
µ“1
dsµ ^ pAsµqy
¸
which can be readly checked by computing a derivative (here tds1, . . . dsnu denotes the dual basis).
2.41 Definition. The twisted shift operators AŽ and AŻ are defined by
AŻ “
nÿ
µ“1
Apsµqy dsµ^
AŽ “
nÿ
µ“1
dsµ ¨Apsµqy
for A P glpSq
Note that these operators act on Sym S˚  ΛS˚ with bidegree p´1, 1q and p1,´1q respectively.
This means that
AŻ : Sym‚ S˚  Λ˝S˚ Ñ Sym‚´1 S˚  Λ˝`1S˚
AŽ : Sym‚ S˚  Λ˝S˚ Ñ Sym‚`1 S˚  Λ˝´1S˚
They are actually a particular case of the Cartan-Poincaré operators defined on appendix B, equa-
tions (B.4); as such, the properties given by the following lemaama follow from the proof of propo-
sition B.2.
2.42 Lemma. If A,B P glpSq then
tAŽ, BŽu “ 0
tAŻ, BŻu “ 0
tAŻ, BŽu “ ´pABq ‹ id´ idpBAq‹
where tX,Y u “ XY ` Y X is the anticommutator.
From the proof of B.2 we also get the following
2.43 Corollary. The operators id Ž and id Ż are (co)boundary operators (i.e. pid Žq2 “ pid Żq2 “ 0)
on the bigraded complex Sym‚ S˚  ΛS˚. Furthermore, they satisfy the identity
tid Ż, id Žu “ pk ` lq idSymk S˚ΛlS˚
Finally, as a consequence of lemaama B.3 and the above corollary we get
2.44 Corollary. The cohomologies of id Ž and id Ż satisfy
Hk,lpSym S˚  ΛS˚, id Žq “ Hk,lpSym S˚  ΛS˚, id Żq “ #t0u , if pk, lq ‰ p0, 0q
R, if pk, lq “ 0
We now show that the analogue of formula (2.32) is valid for superdifferential forms. Let’s recall
the axioms a linear map d must satisfy in order to be the exterior (super)derivative:
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1. If f is a smooth superfunction then dfpDq “ Df for all superderivations D.
2. d2 “ 0.
3. dpα^ βq “ dα^ β ` p´1qrαuα^ dβ.
Note that axiom 3 above forces d to be even.
2.45 Lemma. Let ω be a k-superform on the supermanifold pM |RMq and suppose D0, . . . Dk are
homogeneous supervector fields. Then the exterior derivative is given by
dω pD0, . . . Dkq :“
ÿ
σPSk`1{S1ˆSk
sgnσ
sgn´ σDσ´1p0qωpDσ´1p1q, . . . , Dσ´1pkqq
´
ÿ
σPSk`1{S2ˆSk´1
sgnσ
sgn´ σωpJDσ´1p0q, Dσ´1p1qK, Dσ´1p2q, . . . , Dσ´1pkqq (2.36)
Sketch of proof. Axiom 1 for the exterior derivative is readly checked, taking into account the fact
(remark 2.30) that the space of superforms is a right module over the superalgebra Γ pRMq. Axioms
2 and 3 follow from lengthy albeit easy computations; for instance, for k “ 0 we get
d2ωpD0, D1q “ D0dωpD1q ´ p´1qrD0urD1uD1dωD0 ´ dωpJD0, D1Kq
“ D0D1ω ´ p´1qrD0urD1uD1D0ω ´ JD0, D1Kω
which vanishes for the definition of the superbracket; a similar computation yields the Leibniz rule
for the product of two superfunctions.
Let’s see where we are: so far we’ve seen that formula (2.32) is valid for superdifferential forms
and that given a straightening Ψ of a supermanifold pM |RMq we can write down a superdifferential
form in a very straightforward and simple way (lemma 2.40). Also the straightening Ψ gives us a
connection ∇ on the bundle SM of odd directions (corollary ??) and we’ve stated some properties
of general affine connections on vector bundles (equations (2.35)); then we showed some properties
of certain operators (definition 2.41, lemaama 2.42, and corollaries 2.43 and 2.44) on the Z-bigraded
algebra Sym‚ S˚Λ˝S˚ for S a finite dimensional vector space; considering the vector bundle SM
denote the resulting algebra “bundle” 1 by A‚,˝M and note that lemma 2.40 allows us to think on
a superdifferential k-forms in two ways:
1. as a form in M with values in the vector bundle A‚,˝ (this is Z-bigraded although we’ll only
consider the ‚-grading);
2. as a “superpolinomial” of degree k with values in ΛS˚M .
The first point of view is justified by decomposition (2.33) and so the homogeneous part of a k-
superform is given by a differential form of degree a on M whose value is a polynomial of degree b
on SM such that, when evaluated, gives an alternating form on the odd codirections. The second
point of view fixes a and b on decomposition (2.33) and returns the tensor product α  p of a
differential form α of degree a on M and a symmetric form p of degree b, such that it returns a
superfunction (i.e. a skew-symmetric form on SM) when appropriately evaluated. Note that these
decompositions depend in turn on the given straightening Ψ.
1Technically the total space is not a bundle because the algebra A is infinite-dimensional; however, we’ll focus on
homogeneous components, which are finite dimensional.
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Let us now fix some notation. Given a superform ω of degree k we’ll work on the homogeneous
components given by (2.33); given a straightening Ψ we’ll denote by ∇˚ the induced connection
on the bundle S˚M of odd codirections; this connection in turns induces similar operations on
the homogeneous components of A‚,˝M . Decomposition (2.33) and the associativity of the tensor
products and direct sums allow us to write ω and ∇˚ in two different ways:
A rω P Γ `ΛaT ˚M  ` Symb S˚  ΛS˚M˘˘ (accordingly, write r∇ for the induced connection on
Ab,˝);
B ωˇ P Γ ``ΛaT ˚M  Symb S˚M˘ ΛS˚M˘ (accordingly, write ∇ˇ thought of as a connection on
the bundle Symb S˚M).
Note that we omit the ˚ superscript on the connection. We’ll denote by R˚, Rˇ and rR the curvatures
of the connections ∇˚, ∇ˇ and r∇ respectively.
With all of the above results and remarks we now state and prove the main result of this section:
2.46 Theorem. Let a straightening Ψ of pM |RMq be given. Using the connection ∇ provided by
Ψ and the isomorphism 8Ψ of lemma 2.40 the exterior derivative for superdifferential forms becomes
8Ψ ˝ d ˝ 8Ψ´1 “ dr∇ ` p´1qN´ id Ž` Rˇ Ż ¯ (2.37)
where N is the operator of numbers (definition 1.17) of the algebra Γ pΛT ˚Mq of smooth differential
forms on M (that is, the map that assigns the integer a to a-forms on M).
Let us fix a and b in decomposition (2.33) and let ω be a k-superform. With the notation above,
we’ll write rω pX1, . . . Xaq ps1, . . . sbq for case A and ωˇpX1, . . . , Xa; s1, . . . , sbq for case B; here the
X’s denote vector fields on M and the s’s sections of SM . Of course, since dω will take an input of
k`1 superfields we decompose it in two of its homogeneous components pdωqpa`1,bq and pdωqpa,b`1;
the surprising fact of this result is that dω only depends on these two homogeneous components.
Proof of theorem 2.46. Let X0, . . . Xa be a` 1 arbitrary vector fields on M and s0, . . . sb arbitrary
sections of SM . Using the inclusion ψ provided by the straightening Ψ and insterting the values
of X and s in formula (2.36) we get
dωpψX0, . . . ψXa`1, ψs1, . . . , ψsbq
“
aÿ
µ“0
p´1qµψXµ
”
ωpψX0, . . . ,zψXµ, . . . , ψXa, ψs1, . . . , ψsbqı (a)
`
ÿ
νăµ
p´1qµ`νωpJψXµ, ψXνK, ψX0, . . . ,zψXν , . . . ,zψXµ, . . . , Xa, ψs1, . . . , ψsbq (b)
`
ÿ
µ,λ
p´1qµ`aωpJψXµ, ψsλK, ψX0, . . . ,zψXµ, . . . , Xa, ψs1, . . . ,yψsλ, . . . , ψsbq (c)
and
dωpψX1, . . . , ψXa, ψs0, . . . ψsbq
“
ÿ
λ
p´1qaψsλ
”
ωpψX1, . . . , ψXa, ψs0, . . . ,yψsλ, . . . , ψsbqı (d)
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We now explain the signs for each term. Terms (a) and (b) are the alternating sums only over the
vector field arguments so only the index µ contributes to the total sign; term (c) is the intertwining
of both even and odd generators and since even and odd elemaaents anticommute in this case
(because ω is superalternating) we get a contribution of µ to the sign by the even generator and by
a for the odd one because sλ has to commute with µ vector fields in order to get where it is in the
term; finally, term (d) has sign p´1qa for the same reasons as the exponent a appear in term (c). On
terms (a) and (b) the generators ψXµ and ψsλ are acting as superderivations on the superfunctions
ωpψX0, . . . ,zψXµ, . . . , ψXa, ψs1, . . . , ψsbq and ωpψX1, . . . , ψXa, ψs0, . . . ,yψsλ, . . . , ψsbq respectively.
We now compute each term separately.
(a) “
ÿ
µ
p´1qµ∇ˇXµ
´
ωˇpX0, . . . , xXµ, . . . , Xaq; s1, . . . , sbq¯
“
ÿ
µ
p´1qµ r∇Xµ ´rωpX0, . . . , xXµ, . . . , Xaq¯ ps1, . . . sbq (A)
Let’s recall that the flowbox theorem (or rather, corollary ??) states that the connection ∇
assigns the even superderivation ∇X˚ to each vector field X on M . Now, since the curvature of ∇
is defined as R∇X,Y “ r∇X ,∇Y s ´ ∇rX,Y s then it follows that to the vector field rX,Y s the even
superderivation R∇X,Y ` r∇X ,∇Y s corresponds. Now we compute
(b) “
ÿ
νăµ
p´1qµ`ν ωˇpJ∇ˇXν , ∇ˇXµK, X0, . . . , xXν , . . . , xXµ, . . . , Xa . . . ; s1, . . . , sbq
“
ÿ
νăµ
p´1qµ`ν ωˇpRˇXν ,Xµ , X0, . . . , xXν , . . . , xXµ, . . . , Xa; s1, . . . , sbq (b.1)
`
ÿ
νăµ
p´1qµ`ν ωˇp∇ˇrXν ,Xµs, X0, . . . , xXν , . . . , xXµ, . . . , Xa; s1, . . . , sbq (b.2)
The subterms (b.1) and (b.2) need special considerations. First observe that the endomorphism
RX˚,Y (and all its extensions) can be written, using a local basis ts1, . . . snu and its dual tds1, . . . dsnu,
as
RX˚,Y “
ÿ
α
psα ˝RX˚,Y qdsα
“ ´
ÿ
α
RX,Y psαqdsα
(2.38)
the last equality stemming from the fact that the dual connection (and its extensions) carry a sign
times the original connection. So finally we get for the latter two subterms:
(b.1) “
ÿ
ν,µ,α
p´1qν`µωˇ
´
´RˇXν ,Xµpsαqdsα, X0, . . . , xXν , . . . , xXµ, . . . , Xa; s1, . . . , sb¯
“
ÿ
ν,µ,α
p´1qµ`ν`1ωˇpRXν ,Xµpsαqdsα, X0, . . . , xXν , . . . , xXµ, . . . , Xa; s1, . . . , sbq
note that we’ve underlined the corresponding signs; also, the factor RXµ,Xν psαq is an odd generator
and so it’s misplaced in the above equality. Therefore a new sign appears due to the commuting of
this factor with the remaining a´ 1 vector fields. Finally, the factor dsα is a superfunction and so
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it goes out of the arguments of ω by superlinearity; since it’s in the first “slot” it does not carry a
sign; thus:
(b.1) “
ÿ
µ,ν,α
p´1qµ`ν`1`a´1dsα ^ ωˇ
´
X0, . . . , xXν , . . . , xXµ, . . . , Xa;RXµ,Xν psαqs1, . . . , sb¯
“
ÿ
µ,ν,α
p´1qµ`ν`adsα ^ ωˇ
´
X0, . . . , xXν , . . . , xXµ, . . . , Xa;RXµ,Xν psαqs1, . . . , sb¯ (B–1)
Note the factor p´1qa and recall that ωˇ is a superpolynomial with even degree a or, equivalently, an
a-form on M with values on an appropriate bundle. As for the subterm (b.2) it must be observed
that the argument ∇rXν ,Xµs corresponds under the inclusion ψ to rXν , Xµs, therefore
(b.2) “ rω ´rXν , Xµs, X0, . . . , xXν , . . . , xXµ, . . . , Xa¯ ps1, . . . sbq (B–2)
Next recall that the supercommutator JψX,ψsK corresponds to ψ p∇Xsq, which yields
(c) “ p´1qµωˇpX0, . . . , xXµ, . . . , Xa;∇Xµsλs1 ¨ ¨ ¨ psλ ¨ ¨ ¨ sbq (C)
Notice that the factor p´1qa no longer appears since ∇Xµsλ has to return to its place with the odd
generators and so it has to commute with a vector fields. Also notice that we used the notation
s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sb because ω is symmetric in the last k ´ a terms. As for the last term we use a similar
expresion for the operator sλ to the one used for the curvature (see (2.38)); it then becomes
sλy “
ÿ
α
psα ˝ sλqydsα
Of course only one term survives because of the identity sλydsα “ δλα but nonetheless this trick
yields
(d) “
ÿ
λ
p´1qasλyrω pX1, . . . Xaq ps0 ¨ ¨ ¨ psλ ¨ ¨ ¨ sbq
“
ÿ
α,λ
p´1qasα ˝ sλydsαrω pX1, . . . Xaq ps0 ¨ ¨ ¨ psλ ¨ ¨ ¨ sbq
“
ÿ
α,λ
dsαrω pX1, . . . Xaq ps0 ¨ ¨ ¨ psλ ¨ ¨ ¨ sbqsαpsλyq (D)
which is exactly the expresion in the bases considered for the operator sλy.
Putting everything together note that terms (A) and (B–2) yield dr∇ (as defined in (2.34)).
Term (B–1) is equivalent to the operator p´1qN RˇŻ whereas term (D) is equivalent to p´1qN id Ž.
So formula (2.37) follows.
2.47 Remark. Since any lower-degree homogeneous terms of dω would insert either another vector
field or another odd generator it follows that the only terms that appear when substituting with
their images under ψ will be of the form ∇X , sy and extensions of R∇. The fact that the left hand
side of (2.37) is independent of ψ shows that this formula is also.
We finalize this chapter with an important result.
2.48 Theorem. Given the (non-canonical) inclusion of the de Rham complex Λ‚T ˚M into the com-
plex Λ‚T ˚pM |RMq the cohomology H˚pΛ‚T ˚pM |RMqq equals the de Rham cohomology Hd˚RpMq.
In other words, the inclusion Λ‚T ˚M ãÑ Λ‚T ˚pM |RMq is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes.
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For the proof of this we’ll need the following result, which is a consequence of 2.42
2.49 Lemma. The operator ∆ :“ td, p´1qN id Żu ´ tid Ž, id Żu is diagonalizable on ΛT ˚pM |SMq
with kernel ΛT ˚M : N denotes, again, the operator of numbers on ΛT ˚M .
Proof of 2.48. Given a straightening Ψ of pM |RMq we immerse the complex Λ‚T ˚M into Λ‚T ˚pM |RMq
and denote by dψ the induced operator 8Ψ ˝ d ˝ 8Ψ´1. By theorem 2.46 we know how to compute the
exterior derivative; since the inclusion induces the identity on the bundle ΛT ˚M  ` Sym S˚M 
ΛS˚M
˘
and since the diagram
Γ pΛT ˚Mq   ι //
d

Γ pΛT ˚M  Symă8 S˚M  ΛS˚Mq
dψ

Γ pΛT ˚Mq   ι // Γ pΛT ˚M  Symă8 S˚M  ΛS˚Mq
must commute we must get that the induced operator on superforms is td, p´1qN id Żu, because it
must increase the degree of a superform while being the identity on generators. By the precedeeing
lemaama we know this operator equals ´tid Ž, id Żu whose kernel is Γ pΛT ˚Mq; by ama B.3 we get
the result, to wit: the cohomology of dψ equals the cohomology of d.
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Appendix A
Linear differential operators
This appendix is concerned with the basic facts of differential operators we use in this work. A good
introduction can be found in [ALV91, chapter 5]. We start by defining linear differential operators.
Then we move on to prove that a universal object (the jet bundle) can be constructed by means of
which all differential operators become bundle maps; we also show that jets are generalisations of
Taylor polynomials.
A.1 Basic concepts
A.1 Definition. Let E and F be the total spaces of two smooth vector bundles over a smooth
manifold M . A linear differential operator of order n ě 0 is an R-linear map
D : Γ pEq Ñ Γ pF q
such that the commutator
rD, f spψq :“ Dpfψq ´ fDpψq, (A.1)
with f P C8pMq and ψ P Γ pEq is zero when iterated with f0, . . . , fn smooth functions on M .
Observe that a differential operator of order 0 is C8pMq-linear and is therefore a bundle mor-
phism.
A.2 Lemma. Let tf1, . . . fku be smooth functions on M , k ą 1, and define the set K :“ t1, . . . , ku.
The iterated commutator of D and the above k smooth functions is given by
r. . . rrD, f1s, f2s, . . . , fkspηq “
ÿ
AĎK
p´1q#pAqfADpfK´Aηq, (A.2)
where η is any section of E, #pAq is the cardinality of A and we set
fA “
$’&’%
ś
aPA
fa, A ‰ H
1, A “ H
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. If k “ 2 then we compute
rrD, f1s, f2spηq “ rD, f1spf2ηq ´ f2rD, f1spηq
“ Dpf1f2ηq ´ f1Dpf2ηq ´ f2Dpf1ηq ` f1f2Dpηq
“
ÿ
AĎt1,2u
p´1q#pAqfADpft1,2u´Aηq.
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Now let’s supose formula (A.2) holds for all integers l ă k. Let L :“ t1, . . . , k ´ 1u. We compute
rr¨ ¨ ¨ rrD, f1s, f2s, . . . , fk´1s, fkspηq “
ÿ
AĎL
p´1q#pAqfADpfL´Afkηq
´
ÿ
AĎL
p´1q#pAqfAfkDpfL´Aηq
If A Ď L is non-empty and we set A “ tµ1, . . . µru and L´A “ tν1, . . . νsu, then the above formula
is equivalent to
rr¨ ¨ ¨ rrD, f1s, f2s, . . . , fk´1s, fkspηq “
ÿ
r`s“k´1
p´1qrfµ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fµrDpfν1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fνsfkηq
´
ÿ
r`s“k´1
p´1qrfµ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fµrfkDpfν1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fνsηq
´ fkDpf1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fk´1ηq `Dpf1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fkηq
“
ÿ
AĎK
p´1q#pAqfADpfK´Aηq,
(A.3)
where K :“ t1, . . . , ku, because ´p´1qk´1Dpf1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fkηq “ p´1qkDpf1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fkηq.
We keep our notation K “ t1, . . . , ku in the proof below.
A.3 Proposition. If f1, . . . , fk are smooth functions on M then
r¨ ¨ ¨ rrD, f1s, f2s, . . . , fks “ r. . . rrD, fσp1qs, fσp2qs, . . . , fσpkqs
for any permutation σ P Sk.
Proof. The action of Sk on PpKq (the power set of K) is transitive on subsets of a given cardinality,
therefore formula (A.2) is invariant under permutations of the set tf1, . . . fku.
A.4 Remark. The above proposition allows us to write rD; f1, . . . , fks for the iterated commutator.
A.5 Definition. Let D : Γ pEq Ñ Γ pF q be a linear differential operator of order k ě 0 and let
a set tf1, . . . fku of smooth functions on M be given. The principal symbol of D evaluated in
f1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fk is
σDpf1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fkq :“ rD; f1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fks (A.4)
Since the commutation bracket is symmetric in the smooth functions we get the following:
A.6 Proposition. The principal symbol of a linear differential operator D of order k ě 0 is a
section of Symk T ˚M  E˚  F .
A.2 Jets of sections
We now discuss the concept of jets. These generalise, in local coordinates at least, the Taylor
polynomials of smooth transformations; their importance, nevertheless, lies in the fact that the
bundle of jets is a universal construction for factoring smooth differential operators. Our setting is
a smooth vector bundle E over the smooth manifold M .
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A.7 Definition. Let k be a non-negative integer and p a point of M . Two sections η and η¯ are in
contact up to order k at the point p if given bundle chart pU, xq around p then
Bµp pηq “ Bµp pη¯q, |µ| ď k, Bµp :“
˜
B|µ|
Bxµ
¸ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
We denote this relation by η „k,p η¯.
It is clear that this relation is independent of the bundle coordinates and that it is an equivalence
relation. The equivalence class of a section η is called the k-jet at p of η and it is denoted by
jetkppηq. If η and ¯eta have the same k-jet at p then their difference, when written down in local
coordinates, is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k ` 1 in those coordinates. So the expression
of jetkp η is the Taylor polynomial of η in coordinates around the point p. It is in this sense that
jets are generalisations of Taylor polynomials.
We now define the space of k-jets at the point p as the space
JetkppEq “ Γ pEq
L „k,p, (A.5)
and of course the bundle of k-jets of E as the vector bundle
JetkpEq “
ğ
pPM
JetkppEq. (A.6)
Each of these bundle carries a natural map ev : JetkpEq Ñ E given by evpjetkp ηq “ ηppq. We use a
special notation for jets of smooth functions:
JetkpMq :“ JetkpM ˆ Rq (A.7)
We now give an invariant characterisation of jet spaces:
A.8 Proposition. Let Ip be the ideal of C8pMq consisting of functions that vanish at p. Then
JetkppEq – Γ pEq
LpIk`1p ¨ Γ pEqq.
This is a consequence of the following result, which can be consulted in standard books on
vector calculus:
A.9 Lemma (Taylor formula with residue). Let h : Rm Ñ Rn be smooth. The Taylor polynomial
of degree k of h around 0 is given by
hpx1, . . . , xm q “
kÿ
r“0
1
r!
mÿ
µ1,...,µr“1
xµ1 . . . xµr
Brh
Bxµ1 . . . Bxµr p 0, . . . , 0 q
` 1
k!
mÿ
µ0,...,µk“1
xµ0 . . . xµk
ż 1
0
Bk`1h
Bxµ0 . . . Bxµk p tx
1, . . . , txm q p1´ tqk dt
Proof of proposition A.8. Let f1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fk`1η be an element of Ik`1p ¨ Γ pEq and choose a trivialisation
of E around p with coordinates px1, . . . xmq. If l ď k ` 1 then the generalised Leibniz identity for
the product f1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fk`1 implies
BL
BxL pf1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fk`1qη “ 0
for all multi-indices L of lenght l, because at least one of the functions f1, . . . , fk`1 will appear in the
expansion for the derivatives evaluated at p, where they all vanish. So we get f1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fk`1η „k`1,p
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0 and therefore jetkppf1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fk`1ηq “ 0. Let ψ : Γ pEq
LpIk`1p ¨ Γ pEqq Ñ JetkppEq be defined as
ψpη` Ik`1p ¨Γ pEqq “ jetkppηq. Then ψ is well defined by the coordinate-independence of jetkppηq, it’s
evidently R-linear and it’s surjective because of the definition of JetkppEq. To see that it is injective
note that any section η is, when written down in local coordinates, a smooth function between open
sets of vector spaces. By the Taylor formula above we know ψpη ` Ik`1p ¨ Γ pEqq “ 0 if and only if
it’s Taylor polynomial vanishes up to order k at p, and therefore jetkppη ` Ik`1p ¨ Γ pEqq “ 0 if and
only if η ” 0 mod Ik`1p ; so ψ is injective.
A.10 Corollary. The map jetk : Γ pEq Ñ Γ `Jetk E˘ assigning to every section η its k-jet jetkpηq
punctually, is a differential operator of order k.
Proof. We must show that for given f0, . . . , fk smooth functions on M we have
rjetk; f0, . . . , fks ” 0.
Formula (A.2) in this case turns into
rjetk; f0, . . . , fkspηq “
ÿ
AĎK
p´1q#pAqfA jetkpfK´Aηq
where here K stands for the set t0, . . . , k ` 1u. By the previous proposition we know jetkpfK´Aηq “
fK´Aη` Ik`1p ¨Γ pEq so the summands in the formula above are equal to permutations of f0 ¨ ¨ ¨ fkη
times a sign; thus the formula is equivalent to
rjetk; f0, . . . , fks “
ÿ
σPSk`1
sgnσ ¨ fσp0q ¨ ¨ ¨ fσpkqη ` Ik`1p ¨ Γ pEq .
Since all the f ’s commute and each permutation appears with a plus sign the same times it appears
with a minus sign the above equation vanishes identically. Thus jetk is a differential operator of
order k.
The advantage of the bundle of jets is that it is a space that universally factorizes differential
operators. To wit:
A.11 Theorem. Let D : Γ pEq Ñ Γp rEq be a differential operator of order k. Then there is a
unique bundle morphism pD : Jetk E Ñ rE such that
Γ pEq D //
jetk

Γp rEq
Γ
`
Jetk E
˘ Γp pDq
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commutes, where Γ
´ pD¯ is the associated morphism via the functor Γ.
Proof. Since jetk is a differential operator of order k we have to prove that jetkp η ÞÑ Dpηqp “
evpjetkppDηqq is a bundle morphism; that is, if f is a smooth function on M we should getpDpjetkpfηqq “ fDpηq. Indeed, with the latter definition of pD:pD ´jetkpfηq¯
p
“ Dppfηqqp ` Ik`1p Γ
´
E˜
¯
“ fppqDpηqp ` Ik`1p Γ
´
E˜
¯
“ jetkppfppqDpηqq
“ fppq jetkppDpηqq
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and the last section satisfies evpfppq jetkppDηqq “ fppqDpηqp which is exactly the definition of pD.
A.12 Definition. Let D be a differential operator of order k. The map pD of theorem A.11 is
called the total symbol of D. It’s denoted by σtotalpDq.
A.2.1 Expressions in local coordinates
Since jets are generalisations of Taylor polynomials it is natural to seek for an expression of jets
that reflects this fact. To do so let ∇ be a connection on the vector bundle E and D a torsion-free
connection on the tangent bundle of M .
A.13 Definition. The iterated covariant derivatives of a section η of E are given recursively by
∇0η “ η and
∇k`1X0,...,Xkη :“ ∇X0p∇kX1,...,Xkηq ´
kÿ
µ“1
∇kX1,...,DX0Xµ,...,Xkη (A.8)
Using the iterated covariant derivatives we define an operator
J∇,D,lX1¨¨¨Xlpηq “
1
l!
ÿ
σPSl
∇lXσp1q,...,Xσplqpηq (A.9)
which is symmetric on the vector field arguments. We therefore have J∇,D,l P Γ `Symďl T ˚M  E˘.
Here Symďl T ˚M denotes the space Sym0 T ˚M  Sym1 T ˚M  ¨ ¨ ¨ Syml T ˚M . It is clear that this
is a “polynomial” on vector fields, since it’s a symmetric form on them.
A.14 Proposition. The map jetk η ÞÑ J∇,D,0η ` J∇,D,1η ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` J∇,D,kη is a lineal isomorphism
of bundles Ψ : Jetk E Ñ SymďkpT ˚Mq E.
Proof. This is just the Taylor formula for the connections ∇ and D, since any connection gives
a trivialisation when properly restricted to an open subset of the base manifold. Since Taylor
polynomials are uniquely determined by both their jets and their expression in local coordinates
the result follows.
Recall from (A.7) that JetkpMq denotes the jet bundle of smooth functions on M .
A.15 Corollary. There is a natural isomorphism of bundles Jet1pMq – Rˆ T ˚M .
Proof. The isomorphism is clear. The naturality comes from the fact that M ˆ R has a natural
connection, namely the exterior derivative.
In order to avoid confusion we henceforth switch to denoting a differential operator by L instead
of D, letting the latter denote a torsion-free connection on the tangent bundle of the base manifold.
A.16 Definition. The polynomial total symbol of a differential operator L : Γ pEq Ñ Γp rEq
of order k is the polynomial σtotalpL, ¨q P Γ
´
Symďk T ˚M  E˚  rE¯ associated to D via the
isomorphism of proposition A.14.
That is, the total symbol is a section of rE of the form
σtotalpL,X1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xkqpηq “
kÿ
µ“0
ÿ
τPSµ
J∇,D,µXτp1q¨¨¨Xτpµqpηq
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A.3 Differential operators along smooth maps
All of the above is valid for a differential operator between sections of two vector bundles over the
same manifold. A more general situation is the following:
A.17 Definition. Let φ : M Ñ N be a smooth map and let pi : E ÑM and rpi : rE Ñ N be vector
bundles. A linear differential operator of order k ě 0 along φ is an R-linear map
D : Γp rEq Ñ Γ pEq
such that the commutator
rD, f spηq :“ Dpfηq ´ pf ˝ φqDpηq
is identically zero when iterated with k ` 1 smooth funcions on N .
The principal symbol of D is defined in the same way it was defined for one smooth manifold
and the identity map:
σDpf0, . . . , fk´1q “ rD; f0, . . . , fk´1s (A.10)
Since jet bundles factorise differential operators, it’d be natural to suppose the commutativity
of the following diagram:
Γ
´ rE¯ D //
jetk

ΓpEq
Γ
´
φ˚ Jetk rE¯ΓpσtotalpDqq
::
Here σtotalpDq denotes the total symbol along φ. Its invariant expression is
σtotalpD, f0, . . . , fk´1q :“ D `
k´1ÿ
r“0
0ďµ1,...µrďk´1
rD; fµ1 , . . . , fµr s (A.11)
The proof of the above equality is the same, with the appropriate change in notation, as in theorem
A.11.
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Appendix B
The Cartan-Poincaré Lemma
In this appendix we prove the Cartan-Poincaré Lemma. We use this result in the next appendix
to prove lemma 1.26. We first give the setting for the proof and we prove some lemmas that are of
independent interest.
Let V and W be finite-dimensional vector spaces and let F : V Ñ W and G : W Ñ V be
linear maps. Let tv1, . . . vnu and tw1, . . . wmu be bases for V and W respectively, with dual bases
tdv1, . . . dvnu and tdw1, . . . dwmu. When α is a linear functional we denote by αy the operator
of evaluating the form α, that is αypxq “ αpxq for all vectors x; we also use the same symbol
for the extension of this operator to the symmetric and exterior algebras. We will also need the
following formulas relating the operators of multiplication and insertion on the symmetric and
exterior algebras:
Cannonical Commutiation and Anticommutation relations. If U is a finite-dimensional
vector space then the following relations hold:
rv¨, rv¨s “ 0
rαy, rαys “ 0
rαy, v¨s “ αpvq¨
(B.1)
on SymU (cannonical commutation relations);
tv^, rv^u “ 0
tαy, rαyu “ 0
tv^, αyu “ αpvq^
(B.2)
on ΛU (cannonical anticommutation relations), where v¨ and v^ denote the multiplications on
SymU and ΛU respectively, greek letters denote elements of U˚, and tX,Y u “ XY ` Y X is the
anticommutator.
B.1 Proposition. The operators
derGF :“
nÿ
µ“1
GF pvµq ¨ ˝dvµy
derFG :“
mÿ
µ“1
FGpwµq ^ ˝dwµy
are derivations in SymV and ΛW respectively.
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Proof. Since the verifications of the Leibniz rule are very similar computations, we’ll carry out the
one for derFG. Let’s first recall that FGpwµq is an odd element of ΛW and that dwµy is an odd
derivation. With these facts in mind we compute:
derFGpα^ βq “
mÿ
µ“1
FGpwµq ^ ˝dwµypα^ βq
“
mÿ
µ“1
FGpwµq ^ ppdwµyα^ β ´ p´1qrαuqα^ pdwµyβqq
“
mÿ
µ“1
FGpwµq ^ pdvµyαq ^ β ` p´1q2rαuα^ FGpwµq ^ pdwµyβq
“ derFGpαq ^ β ` α^ derFGpβq.
Define the spaces
A‚,˝ :“ Sym‚ V  Λ˝W (B.3)
which comprise the bigraded algebra SymV  ΛW . We now consider the operators
dF :“
nÿ
µ“1
dvµy F pvµq^ : A‚,˝ Ñ A‚´1,˝`1 (B.4a)
dG˚ :“
mÿ
µ“1
Gpwµq ¨dwµy : A‚,˝ Ñ A‚`1,˝´1 (B.4b)
which we call the Cartan-Poincaré operators.
B.2 Proposition. The Cartan-Poincaré operators are boundary operators, that is d2F “ pdG˚q2 “ 0;
furthermore, they satisfy tdF , dG˚u “ derGF  idΛW ` idSymV derFG.
Proof. The computation makes use of the cannonical commutation and anticommutation relations
(abbreviated CCR and CAR respectively). We do it explicitly for dF :
d2F “
ÿ
µ,ν
dvµy ˝ dvνy F pvµq ^ ˝F pvνq^
“ 1
2
ÿ
µ,ν
`
dvµy ˝ dvνy F pvµq ^ F pvνq ^ `dvµy ˝ dvνy F pvνq ^ F pvµq ^ ˘
“ 1
2
ÿ
µ,ν
dvµy ˝ dvνy tF pvµq ^ F pvνq^u
“ 0 (CCR)
which proves the first claim.
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As for the second claim, we compute:
tdF , dG˚u “
ÿ
µ,ν
´
dvµy F pvµq ^ ˝Gpwνq ¨dwνy`Gpwνq ¨dwνy ˝ dvµy F pvµq ^ ¯
“
ÿ
µ,ν
dvµy ˝Gpwνq ¨dwν ˝ F pvµq ^ `Gpwνq ¨ ˝dvµy F pvµq ^ ˝dwνy
´Gpwνq ¨ ˝dvµy F pvµq ˝ dwνy`Gpwνq ¨ ˝dvµy F pvµq ^ ˝dwµy
“
ÿ
µ,ν
rdvµy, Gpwνq¨s F pvµq ^ ˝dwνy`Gpwνq ¨ ˝dvµy tF pvµq^, dwνyu
“
ÿ
µ,ν
dvµpGpwνqq idF pvµq ^ ˝dwνy`Gpwνq ¨ ˝dvµy dwνpF pvµqq
“
ÿ
ν
idFGpwνq ^ ˝dwνy`ÿ
µ
GF pvµq ¨ dvµy id
B.3 Lemma. Let F : V Ñ W be a linear map, C a subspace of V such that V “ kerF  C and
G : W Ñ V a linear map such that GF |C “ id. Let Z be a subspace of W such that W “ Z  ImF
If ∆ “ tdF , dG˚u then
H‚,˝pdF q “ H‚,˝pdF |ker ∆q
Proof. Due to the sum decompositions V “ kerF C and W “ ImF Z we know V {C and Z are
systems of representatives for kerF and cokerF respectively; that is, every element in those spaces
can be written as v ` C (or w ` Z).
Now, the operator ∆ :“ tdF , dG˚u preserves the subspaces
U‚,˝k,l :“ pSymkpCq Sym‚´k kerF q pΛlpImF q Λ˝´lZq (B.5)
Claim: ∆ is diagonalisable with eigenvalues k` l and corresponding proper subspaces
U‚,˝k,l .
In order to prove this claim recall that proposition B.2 implies that
∆ “ idderFG`derGF  id
so ∆ is a derivation of the algebra SymV  ΛW ; restricted to the subspace U‚,˝k,l the
operator ∆ acts as the extension as a derivation of the map GF on the symmetric factor
and as the corresponding extension of FG on the exterior factor (due to lemmma 1.15;
a similar result of course holds for the symmetric algebra). Now since any element of
SymkpkerF q is a linear combination of monomials whose factors are anihilated by F we
have that the derivation extension derGF anihilates this space; on the other hand, derGF
is the derivation extension of the identity map on C (because of the very definition of
this subspace of V ) so it acts as the operator s id on the subspace SymspCq (this is a
result analogous to the corollary to lemma 1.15 on the symmetric algebra). Since
SymkpV q “ à
r`s“k
SymrpkerF q SymspCq
we obtain derGF |Symk V “ k id. A similar analysis yields the corresponding result for
ΛlpImF q Λ˝´lZ. The claim follows. 
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We therefore have a decomposition of dk,lF : A
k,l Ñ Ak´1,k`l in eigensubcomplexes of
∆ : Ak,l Ñ Ak,l.
Now r∆, dF s “ 0. Let η be an eigenvector for ∆ with eigenvalue λ ‰ 0 such that dF pηq “ 0, then:
η “ 1
λ
∆pηq “ 1
λ
dFdG˚η ` dG˚dF η “ dF
ˆ
1
λ
dG˚η
˙
(B.6)
because of the definition of ∆. This implies that the dF -complex is exact on the eigensubcomplexes
of ∆ except on ker ∆. As a consequence, whatever cohomolgy there is, is bound to be on this latter
subspace.
Of course a similar result holds when given G : W Ñ V for the operator dG˚ and the proof is the
same, mutatis mutandis.
We now state and prove the main result of this appendix:
Cartan-Poincaré Lemma. The homology and cohomology groups of the Cartan-Poincaré opera-
tors satisfy
H‚,˝pdF q – Sym‚pkerF q Λ˝pcokerF q
H‚,˝pdG˚q – Sym‚pcokerGq Λ˝pkerGq
Proof. Let F : V ÑW be a linear map and let G, Z and C be as in the hypotheses of lemma B.3.
Then equation (B.6) implies H‚,˝pdF q “ Sym‚ kerF  Λ˝Z.
Now, Z is a system of representatives for cokerF and any other system of representatives
produces a cohomologous class, so the map
Sym‚ kerF  Λ˝Z Ñ H‚,˝pdF q
P  pz1 ` ImF q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ pzk ` ImF q ÞÑ rP  z1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ zks
is well defined and a linear isomorphism.
The result for a given G : W Ñ V is analogous.
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Appendix C
The composition algebra
In this appendix we use the Cartan-Poincaré lemma to prove lemma 1.26. We do so by associating to
an injective linear map f : V Ñ S an algebra very similar to the ones in which the Cartan-Poincaré
operators act.
C.1 Definition. Let S be a finite-dimensional vector space. The composition algebra of S is
ΛS˚  S (C.1)
with product defined by pω  sq ¨ prω  rsq “ ω ^ psyrωq rs
It is quite evident that this product is not associative. Nevertheless it has a very interesting
property, as a consequence of theorem 1.23:
C.2 Lemma. Define, for elements of the composition algebra σ  s and σˆ  sˆ the operation
rσ  s, σˆ  sˆs “ pσ  sq ¨ pσˆ  sˆq ` p´1qprσu`1qprσˆu`1qpσˆ  sˆq ¨ pσ  sq (C.2)
Then, under the isomorphism Ψ: Λ‚S˚  S Ñ sder´‚ ΛS˚ given by Ψpσ  sqpωq “ σ ^ psyωq the
Lie superbracket on sder ΛS˚ corresponds to the bracket operation above.
Proof. Let ω be an element of ΛS˚. We compute
rσ  s, σˆ  sˆsω “ σ ^ `sypσˆ ^ sˆyωq˘` p´1qprσu`1qprσˆu`1qσˆ ^ `sˆyσ ^ syω˘
“ σ ^ psyσˆq ^ psˆyωq ` p´1qrσˆuσ ^ σˆ ^ sysˆyω
´ p´1qprσˆu`1qprσu`1qσˆ ^ psˆyσq ^ syω ` p´1qrσurσˆu`rσˆuσˆ ^ σ ^ sˆysyω
“ `σ ^ psyσˆq sˆ´ p´1qprσu`1qprσˆu`1qσˆ ^ psˆyσq s˘ω
which is exactly the formula for the action of elements σ  s as derivations of ΛS˚.
Note that we can write pσsq ¨ pσˆ sˆq “ `pσsq‹ σˆ˘ sˆ, where ‹ denotes the action of ΛS˚S
as derivations of the exterior algebra.
Let now G : S˚ Ñ ΛS˚ be a linear map; it can obviously be interpreted as an element of the
composition algebra. Then, given a derivation D of the exterior algebra we can form the product
D ¨G P ΛS˚  S
in the following way: if ts1, . . . snu is a basis of S and tds1, . . . dsnu is its dual basis, then
D ¨G “
ÿ
DpGdskq sk “ D ¨ ´ÿGdsk  sk¯ (C.3)
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where
ř
Gdsk  sk is the element in the composition algebra corresponding to G.
Now let D : V Ñ sder´ ΛS˚ be a linear map. In order to use the multiplication of the compo-
sition algebra for such a map, we consider it as an element of the algebra SymV ˚  ΛS˚  S of
polynomials in V with values in the composition algebra. The multiplication of this latter algebra
is given by
pp σ  sq ¨ pq  σˆ  sˆq “ pq  σ ^ psyσˆq sˆ
so given a map D as above, the product D ¨ D can be thought of as a polynomial with values in
the even derivations of ΛS˚.
C.3 Lemma. Suppose D : V Ñ sder´ ΛS˚ is a linear map. Then rDv, Drvs “ 0 if and only if
Dv ¨Drv “ 0 in the algebra SymV ˚  ΛS˚  S of polynomials in V with values in the composition
algebra.
Proof. This is just a consequence of polarization:
pD ¨Dqv`rv ` pD ¨Dqv´rv “ 1
4
prDv, Dvs ` rDrv, Dvs ` rDv, Drvs ` rDrv, Drvs
´ rDv, Dvs ` rDrv, Dvsr`Dv, Drvs ` rDrv, Drvsq
“ rDv, Drvs
Finally we recall (corollary 1.25) that sder ΛS˚ is a ΛS˚-module freely generated by S. So to
the projection map pr: ΛS˚ Ñ S˚ corresponds a map
pr: sder ΛS˚ Ñ S (C.4)
from the supermodule of superderivations to its space of generators.
We now restate and prove
Lemma 1.26. Let A be a free supercommutative finite-dimensional superalgebra and denote by S˚
its space of generators. Let D : V Ñ der´A be a linear map such that the composition
f : V
D //sder´A pr //S
is injective and such that if v, rv are in V then rDv, Drvs “ 0. Then there exists an isomorphism
G : ΛS˚ Ñ A of Z2-graded algebras with unit such that G induces the identity
G : S˚ Ñ Aě1LAě2 “: S˚
and such that, for all v P V and all σ P ΛS˚
DvpGσq “ Gpfpvqyσq. (C.5)
Furthermore, up to the ideal generated by Λ3 kerpf˚q in Λ3S˚ the isomorphism G is unique in the
sense that if G1 is any other such isomorphism then
G´1 ˝G1 : ΛS˚ Ñ ΛS˚ : σ ÞÑ σ ` xΛ3 kerpf˚qy (C.6)
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Proof. For simplicity we suppose that A is already an exterior algebra. Let’s recall (theorem 1.23)
that sder´ ΛS˚ – Λ`S˚S, so let D : V Ñ Λ`S˚S be a linear map of the kind considered in the
statement of the lemma. Then D ¨D “ 0 in the Z-bigraded algebra B‚,˝ :“ Sym‚ V ˚  Λ˝S˚  S.
We shall prove that there exists a map
G : S˚ Ñ Λ´S˚ (C.7)
such that pr1 ˝G “ idS˚ and
D ¨G “ pr ˝D, (C.8)
where pr1 : Λ´S˚ Ñ S˚ and pr: Λ´S˚  S Ñ S are the natural projections.
First of all, let’s observe that left multiplication by an element X of the algebra B is a boundary
operator:
X¨ : B‚,˝ Ñ B‚`1,˝´1.
because for all X we get X3 “ 0. Now as a linear map f : V Ñ ΛS˚S it has the form f “ α1s,
where α P V ˚ and s P S. So multipling by f in the algebra B is tantamount to multipling by α1s.
In order to prove the existence of G : S˚ Ñ ΛS˚ with the desired properties we make an ansatz
for the maps D and G as
D “ D0 `D1 `D2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨
G “ G0 `G1 `G3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (C.9)
where G0 “ idS˚ and D0 “ f ; also, each Gµ is an element of Λ2µ`1S˚  S and each Dµ of
V ˚ Λ2µS˚ S. Since this will guarantee that D0 ¨G0 “ f we need to show that G can be chosen
to satisfy
D0 ¨Gµ `D1 ¨Gµ´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Dµ ¨G0 “ 0. (C.10)
For this we’ll make use of the Cartan–Poincaré lemma.
Claim: The operator D0¨ equals df˚˚  idS.
With the proposed decomposition we get df˚˚ “
ř
f˚pdsµq  sµy  sµ for a basis
ts1, . . . snu of S. Also, since D0 “ f we know D0 “ ř f˚pdsµq  1  sµ for the same
choice of basis. Now
D0 ¨ pp α sq “ÿ f˚pdsµqp sµyα s
“
´ÿ
f˚pdsµq 1  sµ¯ ¨ p α s
“ df˚˚  idSpp α sq
so the claim follows. 
The Cartan–Poincaré lemma now implies
H‚,˝pdf˚˚q “
#
0, ‚ ą 0
Λ˝ ker f˚  S, ‚ “ 0
because ker f “ 0. Since D0¨ “ f ¨ the fact that all homology groups vanish for polynomials of
positive degree is equivalent to
D0 ¨X “ Y implies D0 ¨ Y “ 0
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Our ansatz now requires
D0 ¨Gµ “ X ô D0 ¨X “ 0
and furthermore the solution X is unique up to the kernel of the Cartan–Poincaré operator
D0¨ : Λ2µS˚  S Ñ V ˚  Λ2µ´1S˚  S, which is Λ2µ`1pker f˚q S because of the Cartan–Poincaré
lemma. This fact avows for the second claim of the lemma.
Let µ ě 1. The lemma will be proved if we can show that, for chosen G1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Gµ´1 satisfying
D0 ¨G1 `D1 ¨ idS “ 0
D0 ¨G2 `D1 ¨G1 `D2 ¨G0 “ 0
...
D0 ¨Gµ´1 `D1 ¨Gµ´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Dµ´1 ¨G0 “ 0
(C.11)
the choice of Gµ can be made such that D0 ¨Gµ “ 0. Given the decomposition proposed in (C.9)
for G we have
D0 ¨Gµ “ ´pDµ ¨G0 `Dµ´1 ¨G1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨D1 ¨Gµ´1q “ X
because of equations (C.10), so we must have D0 ¨X “ 0. To prove this last equation we observe
that the sum ÿ
1ďα`βďµ
Dα ¨ pDβ ¨Gµ´α´βq
contains all terms present in equations (C.11) which we know to be zero and also contains the sum
development for ´X. Nowÿ
1ďα`βďµ
Dα ¨ pDβ ¨Gµ´α´βq “ 1
2
ÿ
1ďα`βďµ
Dβ ¨ pDα ¨Gµ´α´βq `Dα ¨ pDβ ¨Gµ´α´βq
“ 1
2
ÿ
1ďα`βďµ
rDα, Dβs ¨Gµ´α´β.
(C.12)
We now see that ÿ
1ďα`βďµ
rDα, Dβs “
ÿ
pDα ¨Dβ `Dβ ¨Dαq “ 0
because all Dλ P V ˚  Λ2λS˚  S; also Dµ ¨ pD0 ¨ idSq “ 0 is trivially true because f P V ˚  R S
gives zero when the operator D¨ is applied to it.
We now use the general formula
A ¨ pB ¨Xq ` p´1qrAurBuB ¨ pA ¨Xq “ prA,Bs idSqX
to see that the development in (C.12) is zero. So now we’ve proved that our ansatz for G yields
the result.
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